James Madison University

Private donations allow development of 25 acres

Arboretum planned for state's native plants
JMU has received private donations which will allow the University
to develop a 25-acre area showing
Virginia trees and plants in their natural habitat.
The arboretum will be open for
tours by school groups and the
general public. It will be located on
J M U property near the access road
from Ridge Road to the Convocation
Center.
Current plans call for the arboretum to be open to the public either
late this summer or next spring.
Funds for developing the botanical
area will come primarily from a gift to
the JMU Foundation from Mr. and
Mrs. Charles W. Wampler Jr. of
Har_ri~onburg. ___ _
Wampler is president of Wampler
Foods Inc. and is vice rector of the
JMU Board of Visitors.
"I'm pleased to be part of this
important project," Wampler said.
"My wife and I are particularly interested in the arboretum because of our
love for gardens and plant life."
In addition to the Wamplers' contribution, a gift was donated to the
project by Virginia Congressman Dan
Daniel of Danville.
"The arboretUm will be a tremendous natural resource for the citizens
of the Shenandoah Valley and a great
learning tool for our students and
public school students," President
Ronald E. Carrier said. "We greatly
appreciate the generosity that will
make this project a reality. This
represents a significant investment in
the University's future."_
The arboretum will be modeled

after the Core Arboretum at West
Virginia University and will draw
some of its concepts from Longwood
Gardens in Philadelphia and the New
York Botanical Gardens, according to
Dr. Norlyn L. Bodkin, associate professor of biology.
Bodkin, whose promotion to full
professor this fall was recently
announced, will serve as director of
the arboretum.
J M U will be the first public college
or university in Virginia to develop an
arboretum, Bodkin said.
The 25 acres will be fenced off and
developed into "a protected naturelike area," Bodkin said. "We'll keep it
as natural as possible."
The arboretum will include·forest
areas, a forest savannah, areas for

shrubs, a swamp and a desertlike area.
Many of the trees and plants
needed are already in the area,
Bodkin said. Others will be brought to.
JMU and transplanted. JMU students are gathering plants on field
trips "and the transplanting process
has already begun," he said.
The arboretum will contain only
trees and plants that are found in Virginia. There are some 3,000 species of
plants in Virginia, Bodkin said, and
Bodkin (kneeling) shows the arboretum plan to President Ronald E.
they include "some really showy
Carrier and Charles W. Wampler Jr.
native wildflowers."
and threatened species,"said Bodkin.
A shelter to be built at the arboredoah Valley will use the arboretum for
tum will be used for lectures and
field trips. J M U upperclass and gradBodkin said that heavy equipment
uate biology students could serve as
tours, the JMU botanist said. A
will not be used in developing the
tour guides, he. said.
number of walking trails will be devearboretum. "We want to enhance a
loped throughout the arboretum.
natural plant habitat. Most of the
The arboretum will be "a great
work will be done by hand," he said.
One section will be developed espeasset for the department of biology, as
cially for rare plant species. "We're
Bodkin expects public school stuwell as the other sciences," Bodkin
going to try and preserve endangered '
dents from throughout the Shenansaid.
'

JMU selected as a '~best buy" in college education
James Madison University has been selected as one of only 221 colleges
in the entire country to be featured in a book written by the education
editor of The New York Times and titled "The Best Buys in College
Education."
The book, written by Edward B. Fiske, will be published in October.
Times Books, which is publishing the book, described Fiske's work as
"a consumer's guide to colleges that offer high quality education at a
reasonable cost."
..
"This fact-filled guidebook will be a reliable, informative, and valuable
tool for parents and students wrestling with the spiraling cost of higher
education," Times Books said.
JMU was ranked earlier as one of "50 Bargain-Priced Colleges" by
Changing Times magazine. The Changing Times list included colleges
and universities that "offer high academic standards and below-average
prices." '
J M U has also been cited in several other national publications in recent
years. A national survey conducted by U.S. News & World Report

ranked J M U as one of the top comprehensive universities in the nation.
In tb.at poll, J MU was ranked seventh among comprehensive universities in the East. The survey was taken among college presidents around
the country.
- JMU was the highest-ranked public university in the U.S. News &
. World Report survey. The six eastern schools ranked higher were all
private universities.
J M U was the only Virginia college or university to be included on both
the U.S. News & World Report list and the Changing Times list. It was
the only comprehensive university in the country to be included on both
lists and one ofonly five colleges and universities of any type to make both
lists.
In addition, JMU has been listed recently in "Barron's Guide to the
Best, Most Popular and Most Exciting Colleges," "Barron's Guide to the
Most Prestigious Colleges" and "Peterson's Guide to Competitive Colleges." Each of those guides contains listings of 200-300 colleges
throughout the country.
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From the Director
"From the Director" will be a feature column for
each Montpelier, and I will provide information
about how successful James Madison University and
our alumni are becoming. I hope you will grow to
enjoy it and look forward to the news quarterly.
Though my experience as the Director of JMU
Alumni has been brief, I feel I have one strong
advantage-I know JMU. Having worked nearly 14
years in the undergraduate Admissions Office, and
having two degrees from J M U, I feel quite knowledgeable about our alumni and your needs. My roots
go back to 1967 with this institution, and my experiences in the Admissions Office will provide the
necessary foundation for a successful Alumni
·Program.
Even though J MU is nearly 80 years old, we have a
very young alumni. Of our 32,000 living alumni,
16,000 have graduated since 1977, when our name
changed to James Madison University, and nearly 70
percent have graduated since Dr. Carrier became
JMU President in 1971. Where we formerly graduated around 400 (1965), we now graduate 2,000
(1985). Our success, popularity and growth have had
a dramatic effect on the age of our alumni, especially
when you consider that 50 percent are 30 years old
and under.
Thi~ does not exclude our veteran alumni by any
means. In late May, we had the grand ladies of the
Bluestone Society on campus and the Class of 1935
for their 50th reunion. The Bluestone Society, for
those of you 'Yho may be unaware, is currently composed of our former students who attended from
1908 to 1935. Each year the Society installs new
members from classes celebrating their 50th reunion. What an experience for these ladies to see how
Harrisonburg State Teachers College has blossomed
into James Madison University. We heard stories of
1935 "lights out" at 10 p.m. and being "shipped" if
you got out of line. To the delightful ladies of the
Bluestone Soci~, thank you for allowing us to be

Steve Smith, director of alumni
involved with your reunion.
The Montpelier has a little different look this
month with a new cover. In the future, more information about how successful our alumni are and
about the great accomplishments of our alumni will
be featured. We also would welcome stories about
your professional experiences. In order to do this,
and-in order to make the Montpelier a better publication for you, we need to hear from you. We need your
input. We want you to talk about yourself and your
accomplishments. When I worked in the Admissions
Office, I used to tell prospective students to brag
about themselves on the application for admissionlike a resume. The same holds true of out alumni.

Wouldn't you like to hear success stories of people
you used to see every day? Of course, class notes are .
always welcomed.
It is hard to belive, but many of our alumni are, for
a lack of a better word, lost. We cannot contact them,
because we do not have addresses on all alumni. We
cannot tell them about Homecoming, their class
reunions, seminars on campus, provide addresses
and phone numbers of their alumni friends, chapter
development in their home area, or even when the
next JMU athletic event will occur. This is where
you can help your University. If you haven't already,
you will be receiving a letter from the.Alumni Office
including a list of our lost alumni from your class.
Please take some time to see if your personal address
book might include any of these University family
members. We appreciate any assistance in providing
addresses of our alumni. We have plans for the first
J M U alumni directory and we want this information
to be as up to date and as accurate as possible.
Availability of the directory is tentatively set for
September 1986.
Even though it is August, it is not too early to make
plans for reunions and Homecoming. The classes of
1940, 1945, 1950 anp 1955 will hold their reunions
on the weekend of Sept. 14, and the classes of 1965,
1970 and 1975 will conduct their reunions the following weekend on Sept. 21. Homecoming is for all
alumni, but this year especially for the classes of
1960, 1980 and 1985. You may want to visit during a
reunion close to your graduating class or Homecoming or both. Additional information about reunions and Homecoming·will be sent to you later.
The Alumni Office is excited about the 1985-1986
academic year and all the activities surrounding
JMU and our Alumni. I look forward to hearing
from you, and I hope you enjoy this issue of the
Montpelier. Please let us know what we can do to
make the Montpelier better, and what we can do to
better serve the alumni of James Madison University.

Nominations are open for three alumni awards
The Alumni Office is soliciting nontinations for the following three awards:
the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award, the Distinguished Alumni
Service Award, and the Young Alumni Award.
The Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award is based on community
achievement, recognizable growth in the nominee's field of service, personal growth and development, and unusual professional endeavors. The recognition
brought to JMU during the nominee's career, and general life achievement are
also considered.
The Distinguished Alumni Service Award is based on significant recent

impact on alumni activities, directly promoting the interest of J M U,
characteristics of loyalty, dedication and support of the University.
The Young Alumni Award is based on a graduate's vocation, personal
development, community development and service to JMU. This graduate must
have brought recognition to JMU and must have graduated within the last 10
years.
Please return the nominations form in ~e Montpelier to the Alumni Office,
c/o JMU. All three awards will be presented during Homecoming on Nov. 2,
1985.

r----------------------------------------------------,
Alumni Award Nominations Form

I
I

1985

Ad~s----------------~--------------------

City, State, Zip C o d e - - - - - - - - - - - - . . : : . . . , . - - - Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Year Graduate,...__ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Nominated for:

_ _ Distinguished Achievement
_ _ Distinguished Service
_ _ Young Alumni
Return to: Alumni Office
Hillcrest
James Madison University
HarrisonbUrg, VA 22807

Nomin&tion forms must be received by September 15, 1985.

L-------·---------------------------------------------

Montpelier is the official publication of James
Madison Univenity andisnamedforthe home of
James and Dolley Madison. Montpelier is
published by JMU's Division of University
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Alumni Associatioo.
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Dr. Douglas Moore-vice president for University advancement
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Retiring faculty remember years at JMU
By Jane Takas
Staff Writer

The three J M U faculty members
who retired this June had totaled
more than a half century of service to
the University.
Herbert B. Whitmer Jr., associate
professor of social work, has taught
here for 21 years; Dr. Ted L.
Christiansen, professor of special
education, 16 years; and Dr. Marian
Ruth Emerson, associate professor of
home economics, for 14 years.

Upon retirement Whitmer will
continue his interest in social work.
He and Mrs. Whitmer will do consulting work in parts of South America.
Mrs. Whitmer will retire from her
position as director of guidance at
Harrisonburg Senior High School at
the end of June.
They also plan to travel to Tokyo to
visit a daughter, son-in-law and
granddaughter. The Whitmer family
has grown over the years to include
four daughters and flve grandchildren.

Herbert B. Whitmer

Dr. Ted L. Christiansen

Whitmer, associate professor of
social work, flrst became associated
with J M U in 1941. While a student at
Bridgewater College, he attended
summer classes at Madison College
and met Louise C. Cash, a sophomore
who would become his wife.
In December of 1941 they spent the
afternoon in Jackson Hall and heard
the news of the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, an announcement that would
change their lives and hasten their
growing up.
Whitmer was called into service in
the Army in 1943, married his wife in
1944, and was in England when his
flrst daughter was botn in 1945.
Mter the war, Whitmer returned to
his family and his education. He
earned his bachelor's degree at
Bridgewater and a master's degree in
social work at the Richmond Profes-

Christiansen, professor of special
education, said, "One of the flrst
things I'm going to do after I retire is
come back here as a student. I'm very
much interested in taking a variety of
courses. I'd like to take Spanish and
German, and I'm interested in various areas of theater, creative writing
~dpoetry.

"In one form or another I've been
going to school all my life. I enjoyed
being a student."
Christiansen and his wife, Dr.
Marjorie Christiansen, professor
emeritus of home economics, came to
JMU because they were looking for a.
university where they could teach
together. Dr. Marjorie Christiansen
retired last year from JMU.
Christiansen received his early
education in Chicago where he was
born. He earned his bachelor's and

sional Institute of the College of Wil-

master's degrees from the University

liam and Mary. He also did advanced
study at Tulane and Boston universities.
During his career Whitmer has had
three first-time experiences. He
served as the first male head of a
female institution, a training center
outside Richmond. He also established the flrst co-ed juvenile correctional institution for the State of
Kentucky.

of New Mexico in Albuquerque and
his Ph.D. in child psychology from
Utah State University at Logan.
His interest in special education
was inspired by his experiences while
working with some retarded children
in the public schools. "I had no training and decided to get formal training," he said.

Twenty-one years ago Whitmer
was asked to start the flrst undergraduate program with a major in social
work at JMU. Until enrollment
reached 75, Whitmer was the only
faculty member in the program.
Over the years Whitmer has taught
19 different courses. They have
ranged "all the way from state and
local government to the whole gamut
of sociology courses." He now teaches
courses on corrections and community development and planning of
human services.
In addition to his teaching duties,
Whitmer is the director of placement
for all social work agencies. With his
help and supervision students are
placed in internship positions in
agencies throughout Virginia and
adjacent states. There are more than
35 places where students can gain
experience in social services, corrections, geriatrics,'hospital work, youth
services, mental health and politics.
Whitmer praised his students, saying that their success rate is very high.
"In their internships they deal with
hard-core problems. We've averaged
20 to 25 students per semester in
placement, and have only removed
three from their positions."

Herbert B. Whitmer Jr. accepts a retirement gift from President
Ronald E. Carrier.
to visit their married daughter and
12-year-old granddaughter in Albuquerque. Their daughter earned a
master's degree in learning disabilities from ]MU.
-- Christiansen said, "I kind of hope
that some day my granddaughter will
come back here and want to go to
JMU. We have a good group of students on campus. They have a deep
sense .of values. They really want an
education. I've very much enjoyed

'One of the first things ,.,m going to do after I
retire is come back here as a student.'
Prior to coming to J M U,
Christiansen taught at the University
of New Mexico and served as coordinator of special education at New
Mexico Highlands University.
At JMU Christiansen has taught
courses in introductory special education, curriculum for the retarded and
testing for exceptional children, and
has supervised student teaching. He
was the flrst head of the special education department and served flve years
in that position.
According to Christiansen, his
favorite course is Special Education
501. The course is conducted at Camp
Virginia Jaycee near Roanoke. "The
campers are 45 mentally retarded
adults from the state institution at •
Lynchburg. The JMU students live
with the campers and teach camping
skills, horseback riding, arts and
crafts, music and swimming.,
This year will be Christiansen's
.seventh and last year in the program,
he said.
Mter this summer's camp experience, Christiansen and his wife plan

my association with them. That's the
chief thing I'm going to miss."

Dr. Marian Ruth Emerson
Emerson, who describes herself as a
person with a deep commitment to
nature and th~ environment, said in
her years at JMU she has spent much
of her free time observing and photographing wildflowers in the area.
When ~he retires, Emerson plans to
travel and observe nature, particularly in the spring and fall. "Wild.flowers come in the seasons when I'm
usually teaching," Emerson said. · .
Her interest in the outdoors began
as a child. "My father was an outdoor
person," she said. "I was the third
child and the only -one interested in
, the outdoors. My father was a teacher,
and all teachers have to teach all of
their lives. I just ate up all his talk
about the wonders of nature."
Emerson grew up in upstate New
York and earned her undergraduate
degree at Syracuse University. She
received her master's degree in institutional administration and a Ph.D. in

home management from Michigan
State University.
Mter 16 years of administrative
work in foOd services, she began her
career in ~eacbing home managemen~.
"It was an entirely new and exciting
fleld for me," she said.
Before coming to J M U Emerson
taught at Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti.
.1\t JMU, Emerson has taught
courses in home management, family
fmance and consumer economics, as
weiJ as a beginning foods course
which she said, "has kept me jumping
this year because the labs are full. We
have 70 students in the course."
Emerson has been adviser to the
Frances Sale Home EconomicS Qub
for 13 years. "I have enjoyed working
with those kids, catching them when
they're freshmen, watching them
work and run for office. It's a wonderful kind of growth that you see."
The club is associated with the Virginia Home Economics Association.
"We have had good luck getting our
students into state offices of the student member section of the organization," Emerson said. "It's good experience for the students to come into
contact with a large professional
organization with national affiliation."
Emerson spoke warmly of ']MU
students. "I've always enjoyed the
students. I like young adults because
they're so enthusiastic. It is so seldom
that we get problem students." .
This summer Emerson will travel
to Germany and Austria with a group
of JMU students who are enrolled in a
May session course in German.
She also plans to do some camping
in a "simply fltted van."
However, Emerson's home base
will continue to be Harrisonburg.
"It's a very, very lovely part of the
country," she said.
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Dean values academic integrit.y and faculty growth
By Terry Levinson
Staff Writer

The new dean of the College of Letters and Sciences sees the primary
roles of his position as safeguarding
the academic integrity of the University and allowing faculty members
de~l~e._to .~eir fullest potential.
Dr. Robert H. Shapiro, who had
been acting dean of the college since
August, 1984, was approved as dean
by the J M U Board of Visitors
recently.
"In working with the other deans
over the past months, I see they are
very interested in the welfare ofJ MU,
not just their particular colleges,'' said
Shapiro. '·' I plan to follow their lead."
On the subject of faculty development, Shapiro stated that the "University is only going to be as good as
its students and faculty. Another role
of the dean is to give the faculty
enoouragement and direction in order
to let them live up to their potential."
Shapiro came to JMU in 1980 as
professor and head of the chemistry
department. Prior to his JMU appointment, he was professor ofchemistry at
the University of Colorado in Boulder
· from 1965 to 1980.
After receiving his bachelor's
degree in pharmaceutical chemistry
from the University of Connecticut,
Shapiro obtained his Ph.D. in organic
chemistry from Stanford University.
He spent one year of postdoctoral
study on a National Science Founda-

tion. grant in Denmark, and was
awarded a Fulbright fellowship in

1974 to the Technical University of
Denmark in Copenhagen.
From 1967 to 1977 Shapiro edited
an international chemical journal
titled Organic Mass Spectrometry.
As a specialist in chemical identification and pharmacognosy, or the
study of drug-producing plants,
Shapiro has served as a consultant in
more than 200 drug cases in the United States and Canada. Since the
1960s, he has worked to modernize
the methods of analysis used in forensic chemistry and has published 75
original research papers on this subject and others.
Shapiro was named Madison Scholar in 1983-the first JMU faculty
member to receive the award.
"We have really good department
heads and faculty members, and I'm
not going to look over their shoulders. · ·
They're professionals and they will do
their jobs, especially if given the
opportunity. I want to set up a system
·to reward those who make the greatest
contributions. If you don't make the
contributions, then the rewards won't
be there."
Decision making should involve
those affected by the decisi~n, according to Shapiro. "I'm a fair person. I'll
never make a decision, consciously,
that I don't think is equitable. If a
decision is going to be made that
Dr. Robert Shapiro has been named dean of the College of Letters and
affects people, then those people
Sciences.
shouJd participate in making the decision as much as possible," he said.
"Machiavelli is dead-let him lie."
might criticize him for being blunt,
Shapiro wants his administration
Shapiro said that will be his motto.
characterized by openness and hon- but few would accuse him of not being
esty. He said many who know him open and honest.

Business college establishes new department
.

By Jane Takas
Staff Writer

Dr. Arthur J. Hamilton, associate
professor of business law, has been
named head of the newly created
fmance and business law departtnent
of the C.ollege of Business. His
appointment was effective July I,
according to Dr. Robert E. Holmes,
dean of the college.
Hamilton was selected from a
national search conducted during the
spring of 1985. "Of 21 individuals
who applied for the position, there
were six fmalists. Three, including
Hamilton, were interviewed, and
Hamilton was chosen," Holmes said.
"He has the skills and personal
characteristics to provide outstanding
and progressive leadership for the
finance and business law department," Holmes stated.
Hamilton said his primary goal is
"to increase the visibility of the
fmance discipline both to our students and to the community. The area
of fmance is one of the· most rapidly
changing fields in business, and we
look forward to being a part of those
changes."
·
A native of New York City, Hamilton earned his undergraduate degree
at the University of Virginia and the

-

-

.-

.

degree of Master of Business AdminFaramarz Damanpour, associate proistration at J M U. He was awarded the
fessor of finance, as director in
1983-84.
degree of Juris Doctor from the University of South Carolina.
Hamilton served as director of the
Hamilton joined the faculty of program during the past year. "I had
the fortunate opportunity to be able to
JMU in 1975. He has. taught courses
act on an interim basis for one year
at both the undergraduate and graduduring which time I was able to see
ate level which have covered law in
fields such as business, real estate, and
how the College of Business operated,
and I was very pleased with what I
hotel and restaurant management.
- He is currently working on i new
saw. Working with the faculty and
business law text tp be published early
Dean .Holmes has been both a pleain 1987 by Addison-Wesley Publishsure and a rewarding experience. I
ing Company. ·
know that I have the support and perPrior to coming to JMU, Hamilton
sonnel necessary to accomplish my
served as an adviser to the Governor's
objectives."
Electricity Cost Commission, of
The finance and business law
which President Ronald E. Carrier
department will function with 10 fulltime and four part-time faculty
was chairman.
members, and approximately 250
· The new departtnent, established
students majoring in finance, accordJuly 1, will become the fifth department in the College of Business. It ing to Holmes. The finance · major
prepares students for positions in
was formerly part of the accounting
banking, investments, real estate,
and fmance departtnent, which has
insurance and fmancial management
seen tremendous growth in recent
years, Holmes said. With 26 full-time • fields. Business law is a service component of the department.
and 15 to 20 part-time faculty
Two faculty members will join the
members, the department claimed
about one-third of students in the department in the fall, Hamilton
College of Business, according to reported. Dr. Joseph Albert will teach
real estate courses, and Dr. Brooks
Holmes.
A finance and business law proMarshall will teach corporate finance
gram was created within the departand investments.
ment two years ago with Dr.
Other departtnents ofthe College of

Business are accounting, economics,
information and decision sciences,
and management and marketing, with
interdisciplinary programs in hotel
and restaurant management and
international business.

Equipment donated
The Hewlett-Packard Co. has
donated a piece of equipment to the
J M U chemistry department to be
used in separating complex mixtures
into individual components.
Called a capillary gas chromatograph, the equipment will be use.d to
teach chemistry students how to
separate and analyze complex mixtures, according to Dr. Robert H.
Shapiro, dean of the College of Letters. and Sciences and head of the
chemistry department.
"Many common substances are
actually a very complex mixture of
many chemicals. Gasoline and natural
perfumes represent typical examples
of complex mixtures found in nature.
These examples may contain more
than 1,000 individual components,"
said Shapiro.
"Our students will benefit greatly
from the latest version in separation
technology," he said.

•'
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JMU makes organizational changes
The names of four undergraduate
"schools" at James Madison University have been changed to "colleges"
by the JMU Board of Visitors.
Previously, the JMU undergraduate program included the College of
Letters and Sciences and four other
units known as schools.
Dr. Russell G. Warren, vice president for academic affairs, said the
change was made as "a move in consistency" and to avoid confusion.
Most universities refer to the
separate undergraduate units as "colleges," Warren said.
The new names of the undergraduate areas are: the College of Education
and Human Services, the College of
Business, the College of Fine Arts and
Communication and the College of
Nursing.
J M U's Graduate School will retain
its present name, Warren said.
The board of visitors also made
changes in the names of several academic departments. Warren said
these changes were needed to "update
some names" and to more accurately
reflect the changed role of the
departments.

tournament bid that the ECAC South
Changes made were:
had, Ehlers said.
-Changing the name of the departEhlers also said that the possibility
ment of home economics to the
is being stUdied of J M U and several
department of living sciences.
other schools joining to form a south-Establishing a school of accountancy and a department offmance and . em division of theYankee Conference
for football.
business from areas formerly within
Two new members have joined the
the department of accounting and
fmance. (The school of accountancy · board-James Wood of Franklin
Lakes, N.J., and Paul S. Wilson of
will be organizationally the same as an
Manassas.
academic department.)
Wood was recendy appointed to
-Establishing the Center for
the board by Gov. Charles S. Robb.
Dance and Theatre within the College
Wood is chairman of the board and
of Fine Arts and Communication
chief executive officer of the Great
from components formerly within
A&PTeaCo.
that college and the department of
physical and health education.
He succeeds George W. Harris Jr.,
a Roanoke lawyer, on the board.
-Changing the name of the physiHarris resigned from the board
cal and health education department
to the department of physical educabecause of his recent appointment to a
judgeship in Roanoke.
tion and health sciences.
Wilson, a JMU senior, will serve a
Dean Ehlers, J MU's athletic direcone-year term as the student repretor, reported to the board on the
sentative on the board. He succeeds
recent move changing the name of the
John B. Noftsinger of Roanoke, who
University's athletic conference, the
graduated in May.
Eastern College Athletic Conference
In other action, the board:
South, to the new Colonial Athletic
Association (CAA).
-Re-elected Dr. James H. Taylor
Efforts are being made by the CAA
Jr. of Lynchburg as rector, Charles
to retain the automatic basketball

W. Wampler Jr. of Harrisonburg as
vice rector and Alice E. Liggett of
Harrisonburg as secretary.
-Took fmal action on approving a
$68.2 million 1985-86 operating
budget for the University. The
budget had been approved at the
board's April meeting.
-Approved hiring 25 new faculty
members, nearly all of them in
replacement positions.
-Approved a National Faculty
Exchange program which would ·
allow a JMU faculty member to teach
at another university for one year and
be replaced during that period by a
professor from another institution.
Initiated members into the Russell
M. Weaver Society. The society, for
former members of the board of visitors, is named for the late Russell
Weaver of Rockingham County.
Weaver was a former rector of the
JMUBoard.

Videotaping gives students different ·perspective
By Deona Houff

Staff Writer

Education students at JMU not
only have to submit lesson plans but
also have to teach before a camera.
The result is video-taped micro
teaching-the . chance to see them.
selves teach a short lesson. .
"A picture is worth 1,000 words,"
said Dr. Lawrence Roller, associate
professor of secondary education and
school administration. "A student
finds sometimes that his hair hangs in
his face or her skirt becomes too short
when reaching up to the chalkboard."
Roller has videotaped students in
!fiethods courses.
"This assignment captures all that
they will have to do later as teachers,"
said Dr. Rita Kaslow, professor of
education. Kaslow videotapes stu.,.
dents taking an elementary school
language arts course. "It gives them a
feel for organization, planning and
feedback."
The taping occurs in the Educational Media Laboratory in the
College of Education and Human Services Building. Lessons are usually 10
to 15 minutes and the "teacher's''
peers serve as students.
With the closing of the elementary
school in Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU
students have had no access to children for the videotaping. Mary Anne
Sadler, asenior from Reston, said that
while teaching one's peers is "not
ideal, it is the closest we can get."
Dr. Tony Graham, professor of
secondary education and school
administration, said the assignment is
not meant to be totally realistic. "It is
simulated activity. It gives students
the chance to see how they look and

students have learned to operate video
sound. They can see how they react to taping students more than 10 years
their students and how students ago, even before the laboratory stuequipment wlule completing cbe
might react to them. They teach 'real' dios opened in 1980. Dr. Raymond
assignment..
students in their practicum courses," Ramquist, director of the lab and
The professors agreed that the
said Graham, who teaches a social associate professor of library science
assignment is time-consuming and
and educational media, estimates the
studies e<_!~~~ion methods course.
difficult.
education students are taped six to 10
Kaslow and Graham tell the college
"Students fmd that planning is
hours a week. A television production
students to act as if they were younger
much more difficult than they had
class also uses the studio for approxiwhen si~ing in on the videotaping.
expected. And by the time they're fmmately I 0 hours a week.
Dr. Violet Allain tries to "set up an
ished, I'm exhausted, too," said
Some of Graham's and Kaslow's
environment in which students don't
Allain.
feel threatened."
Allain, an associate professor of
,secondary education and school
administration, is more concerned
that her students begin to master
teaching skills. She assigns each student a particular skill to demonstrate
during taping-iii ~~ English educa..:
tion methods course.
Kaslow's students plan and teach
their lessons in a team. Kaslow said
this gives.them a chance to work with
colleagues, something teachers must
do.
" 7he experience also demands that
students learn to use resources, and
such things as equipment, bulletin
boards and varied activities," Kaslow
said.
Students who are videotaped said
simply seeing and hearing themselves
is the assignment's most important
·
benefit.
"I didn't realize my voice tone was
so high," said Joy Wood, a JMU student from Hampton. Melody Terry,
from Bolar, discovered that she tried
to smile too much.
"I only wish we could be taped a
second time," said Mary Katherine
Collins, a student from Staunton.
Due to limited studio time with 50-60
students, Kaslow's classes are videotaped once. Graham and Allain tape
Elementary Education Major Kim Dancey practices teacbiug to her
their students twice.
Education professors began videopeers.
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Publications give students creative outlet
By Lisa Clarke
Special Writer

Curio, Chrysalis and Empty Shelves-student
publications at JMU-are currently providing students with outlets for their art, literary and journalistic talents. In addition, they offer students the
opportunity to obtain actual magazine experience.
Produced by students with some faculty assistance, these p!Jblications encompass in-depth practical opportunities that may otherwise be available
only through a practicum or internship. They have
the added advantage of allowing students to take the
foreground in editing, administrative and technical .
positions.
Curio, produced by Dr. David Wendelken's feature magazine production class each spring, is a
magazine covering people and places of interest in
the Shenandoah Valley. Wendelken, assistant professor of coiDJflunication arts, noted that its non-.
student audience is one characteristic that distin- ·
guishes Curio from other college campus magazines.
"The idea is to give some solid pre-professional
experience in a format that ~iffers from a newspaper
or yearbook," said Wendelken. "It helps ·students
develop skills in audience analysis tliat there is little
opportunity for elsewhere."
Wendelken noted that working on ~urio is "as
close as a campus journalistic experience can be to a
professional level. The students sell and design ads,
generate their own ideas, write, edit and illustrateall of the steps an ordinary magazine would go
through, including sales and distribution." Most of
the approximately 20 people on the staff this semester are enrolled in the class, with some receiving
practicum credit and some volunteering.
Curio's three sources of support are advertising
sales, single copy sales and funding from the School
of Fine Arts and Communication in exchange for a
block subscription for faculty and administration.
Curio was initiated by Wendelken in the spring of
1978 as a project of his feature writing class. The first
issue was totally supported by ad revenues and distributed free on campus. In 1979 it was created by a
magazine production class, and copies were sold to
the community. "We've had very strong community
acceptance ever since," said Wendelken.
Consistently ranked in the top 3-4 percent of its
kind in the country, Curio received the Pacemaker
Award from the Associated Collegiate Press last fall
out of approximately 100 entries.
Curio's executive staff consists of an editor, executive editor, managing editor, articles editor and art
director. The executive staff is assisted by a larger
general staff. Almost every student has the opportunity to write a feature article for the magazine.
Editor Brenda Biondo, a senior majoring in communication arts from Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.,
cited some of the challenges presented to her as
. "being able to keep track o(what a large group is
doing-to be able to coordinate people into working
well together."
·
Biondo said the most difficult aspect was "trying
to avoid confrontations and keep people from getting
upset," when editorial decisions needed to be made.
This year's cover story is an article on WHSV's
Newscenter 3, and the magazine also includes a story
on Harrisonburg and Rockingham county sheriff
Glenn Weatherholtz, lawyer Henry Clark and John
Rader of the Valley Wellness Center.
Alan Tschudi, associate professor of art and art
adviser for Chrysalis, describes it as "a showcase for
(art and literary) talent on campus. A lot of people
who don't go to the galleries will see Chrysalis."
Financed by the Student Government Association and School of Fine Arts and Communication,
the magazine is produced by a staff consisting of
editor-in-chief chosen by an advisory board, an art
editor, literary editor and a volunteer reading committee and art staff.
The production of Crysalis is a year-long process,
with the editors receiving two independent study
· credits per semester. The editors choose the pieces to

be displayed in the magazine from work submitted
by students in the fall and after ChristmaS.
.
In addition to Tschudi, Alan Neckowitz, asSOCtate
professor of communication arts, and Todd. Ze!ss,
associate professor of English, serve as publication
adviser and literary adviser, respectively.
.
Chrysalis takes a different form each year, depending on the artistic sensibilities of the staff. According
to editor-in-chiefPeter Schnibbe, a senior art major
from McLean, "The concept of the magazine
doesn't have to be documentary-it can be an art
piece in itSelf."
. .
This year's concept evolved from the fact that m
the past the literary and art students have often been
at odds. "You take away from one or the other when
you try to combine them, so we blatantly separated
them into four sections-two art, two literary," said
Schnibbe. "And we had planned a spiral bound
notebook with four separate covers.~.you could-literally flip them around one section at a time, so there
would never be a beginning or an end."
However, budget problems made this concept
impossible, said Schnibbe. The state bid on the spiral binding was $3,000 more than the local estimate
they had received, "so we didn't have the money,"
said Schnibbe. "We opted to put the magazine out
regardless of how much money we had, and had to
sacrillce in quality and concept."

-

'It's a maturing _process and that
experience is applicable to real life.'

Whatever difficulties the Chrysalis staff has faced
this year, Tschudi emphasized that the staff should
be commended. "They took an impossible situation
and turned it around and made the best of it-they
deserve a lot of credit for working so diligently. I
know it's not what they wanted, but it's something
they can be proud of."
Schnibbe, like Biondo, learned as much about
dealing with people as working on a magazine. "I
learned the whole bureaucratic network-making
monetary decisions, dealing with printer's costs,
being in control of 35 people, dealing on an executive
level. It's a maturing process and that experience is
applicable to real life-dealing with people on a professional level."

Empty Shelves, a magazine of poetry and fiction,
was created last fall by senior Michael Keller of
Radford. Keller became involved with. the project
because "Lisa Spaar (instructor of English) was
encouraging students to start a publication of our
own... I just took the ball and ran with it," said
Keller.
Mter getting a staff together, funding was raised
by selling refreshments at plays and through private
donations. Empty Shelves is not currently recognized as a campus organization, but is sponsored by
the English Club. ·
The staff consists of two literary editors and a
reading committee, who review poems anonymously
to decide which selections to include. There is also a
business manager; her assistant and a public·relations person. Keller said they are hoping to include a
production staff next year.
Spaar believed the magazine to be a good idea
"because there was so much excitement about poetry
on campus-there was a need for more of an arena
for those vojces to be heard."
Keller, who also served as literary editor for
Chrysalis this year, noted that the visual aspect of
prmting Chrysalis demands a very high budget, but
at $200 per issue of Empty Shelves, "we can do a lot
with a ~ittle and still provide a good magazine. We
can publish it more often and tllat's exciting." The
first issue of Empty Shelves was released last fall; a
spring issue was published in May.
Empty Shelves' literary editor is junior Tammy
Mannarino,· a political science and English major
from Springfield. Mannarino will serve as editor-in<;hief next year and said the staff hopes to expand
circulation as well as increase the number of pages of
the magazine.
.
Initiating a new publication has not been an easy
task. "Just organizing the whole thing from scratch
has been really rough," said Mannarino. "We're
learning from our mistakes." .
The staff is responsible for the layout of the magazine while Algar Dole, assistant professor of art,
typesets the copy for them. The magazine is printed
on paper supplied by the English department, and
the staff staples it together.
·
"We've had a lot of support frqm the English
department," said Mannarino. Empty Shel.ves
hopes to acquire a charter to allow for SGA fundmg.

Art director Beth Bowen and Dr. David Wendelken compare several Curio covers.
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Robb advises graduates to help others
Gov. Charles S. Robb, addressing
the largest graduating class in JMU
history, cautioned against obsession
with materialism and instead advised
learning from the Buddhist sage who
found beauty in the world around
him.

"Focus your efforts outward. Work
on behalf of others," Robb told the
1985 graduates.
As Robb and President Ronald E.
Carrier began the processional leading to Wilson Hall, light rain fell on
the graduates and about 10,000 relatives and friends. As Carrier took the
podium, the sun came out for the
remainder of the ceremony.
Carrier, who received a standing
ovation, introduced Robb as an outstanding governor who helped make
possible numerous projects at JMU
including the Keezell Hall renovation, a new fme arts building, a computer literacy program and faculty
salary increases.
With the new budget, to be developed in the fall, Carrier predicted the
construction ofa new College of Business building.
"Uncle Ron, I knew you were
going to be a hard act tD follow, but I
didn't know it was going to cost me a
business school," quipped Robb.

Robb went on to advise graduates
to be gourmet cooks, but to "settle for
pork and beans and community service once in a while." While material
things have their place, they are not
the "beginning and end of our existence," he said.
Several times during the ceremony,
a small plane flew over the crowd,
bearing the message, "Good luck
JMU grads. You need it."
Following the address, Carrier
shook hands with nearly all the graduates. A total of 1,731 _took part in the
commencement ceremony. Of the
1,947 graduates, 177 received master's degrees, and 16 received educational specialist degrees.
The College of Business had the
largest number ofgraduates, 647. The
College of Letters and Sciences had
451; the College of Education and ·
Human Services, 348; the College of
Fine Arts and Communication, 274;
Collge of Nursing, 24; and Bachelor
of General Studies, 10.
Of the graduates, 395 completed
their degrees with honors. Sixty fmished summa cum laude, with at least
3.75 on a 4.0 scale; 130 magna cum
laude, 3.5-3.749; and 205 cum laude,
3.25-3.49.
The second largest class was in
1984 with 1,905 graduates.

Fourth family member
graduates from JMU
By Lisa Clarke
Special Writer
When Patty Kosciuszko walked
across the platform in front of Wilson
Hall May 11 to shake President
Ronald E. Carrier's hand, she was the
fourth of June and Alphonse
Kosciuszko's children to receive a
diploma fromJMU. Three of her five
brothers and sisters preceded her;
Kaye in 1976, Ed in 1980 and Jan in
1982.
"When my first sister, Kaye, came
here, we all visited and we loved it,"
said Kosciuszko. "We decided then
we were all coming t~ school here."
Kosciuszko, a communication arts
major and business minor from Alexandria, cited the friendliness of the
peo_p1e, the Shenand~ah Valley set-

'Once you come here
and visit, you're hooked.'
ting and the close proximity to their
home as strong factors in the family's
attraction to the University.
"I got accepted to (Virginia) Tech
and U. Va., but there was never any
question in my mind that I was coming here," said Kosduszko. "Harrisonburg people are so casual and
easygoing-it's so different from
(Washington,) D.C. where everyone
is rushed."
Kaye Kosciuszko Titerence received her degree in early childhood

education and taught for a few years
after graduation. She is now married
and taking care of her two children in
Washington, D.C.
Jan and Ed Kosciuszko both
received computer science degrees
from JMU and work in Washington.
Jan is employed with Advanced
Technology and Ed is currently making a transition between jobs in the
·computer field.
Patty, who graduated summa cum
laude, was active in several organizations at JMU. She served as 1984-85
president for the International Association of Business Communicators
(IABC), JMU's largest student
organization. In addition, she was
1983-84 tutorial director for business
fraternity Phi Beta Lambda and a
member of honor fraternity .Sigma Pi
Lambda.
_
The summer 1985 issue of Curio
magazine, produced by the communication arts department, includes a
feature written by Kosciuszko about
Harpers Ferry, W. Va. Kosciuszko
plans to apply her speech and journalism concentrations in communication
arts to a career in public relations.
Kosciuszko noted that it will not be
easy for her to leave JMU and the
Shenandoah Valley when.she returns
to Alexandria this summer. "I think
being in Harrisonburg makes you
appreciate nature more-Skyline
Drive, Union Springs, the mountains-it's all so pretty. You can't beat
the setting.
"Once you come here and visit,
you're hooked."

Gov. Charles S. Robb, addressing the class of198S, spoke against obsession with materialism and in favor of community service.

R.OTC unit honored at ceremony
The JMU Reserve Officers' Training Corps · (ROTC) was recognized
recently as ohe of the top 15 ROTC
programs in the country.
The U.S. Army cites the top 5 percent of ROTC units, based on their
performance over a two-year period.
There are more than 300 ROTC programs at colleges and universities
·throughout. the country.
JMU received the award at the
May commissioning ceremonies held
for this year's ROTC graduates.
Some 35 graduates received commissions as Army second lieutenants
in the program held in the Duke Fine
Arts Center. They received degrees
from JM U in the graduation exercises
held May 11.
The award was formally presented
to President Ronald E. Carrier by
Brig. Gen. Curtis Hoglan, commander of the first ROTC region.
Hoglan was the speaker for the commissioning ceremony.

The award was an official commendation signed by Gen. John A.
WickhamJr.,Armychiefofstaff. The
commendation said that JMU's
ROTC program presents "an outstanding role model" and "exemplifies the Army's motto, 'Be All You ·
Can Be."'
The J M U ROTC program is
headed by Lt. Col. David L. McKee,
who is also head of the University's
department of military science. About
200 students are enrolled in the
program.
The ROTC program began at JMU
in 1975 as an extension of the University of Virginia's program. Nine students enrolled in that first year of
operation.
By 1979 the growth of the JMU
program warranted the establishment ·
of an independent unit. Since then,
the JMU program has added its own
satellite units at Blue Ridge Community College and Mary Baldwin College.
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What's new with JMU f

Jon Roddy: "Can do."
If you ask "What's new?" around
anyone connected with James Madison football, be prepared for a long,
elaborate answer. The explanation
tnay tU.e liOtne ti.tne because, very

simply, there will be more new to the
Dukes' football in 1985. than in any
~a~nsin~thep~mbeganin

1972.
The most obvious change is in
coaching where Joe Purzycki in
De~mber became only . the second
man to direct the Dukes. An impressive and talented individual, Purzycki
is poi~d to do at JMU what he did in
four seasons at Delaware State
College-build a nationally-ranked
program.
Purzycki in 1981 took over a Delaware State team that the season before
had lost 105-0 to Portland State and
had had only four winning ~asons iii
24 years. His third Hornet-team was
7-3-l,andhis 1984squadwas8-2and
consistently ranked in three national
Division 1-AA polls. Delaware State
was the NCAA's top-ranked rushing
team and was second nationally in
Division 1-AA in scoring and total
ofTen~ last sea~n.
Two members of his Delaware
State staff-offensive coordinator
Herky Billings and offensive line
coach Jeff Cannon-have joined
Purzycki at JMU. Completing the
Dukes' staff is Hank Hughes (linebackers), who coached the last three
~ons at Lafayette; Chuck Jones (defensive line), a four-year letterman
and former graduate assistant coach at
Pittsburg; Jim Pletcher (defensive
coordinator), who was the defensive
coordinator at Northeastern and then
Connecticut during the last four seasons; and Jim Prince (receivers), an
assistant in the JMU program for 12
years.
New coaches, of cou~, bring with
.them new ideas, and Purzycki's is the

Charles Haley brings down his man.
Wing-T offense. He was drilled in the
system as a player and assistant coach
at Delaware, and Delaware State's
impressive offensive statistics were
cotnpi\ed with i~.

Defensively Purzycki plans to utilize the Multiple 30 alignment, a system similar to the 50 defen~ J MU has
used in r~nt seasons.
"The Wing-T combines the best of
a lot of systems," Purzycki said. "It
can be a power offense, an option
offense, a passing ofTen~. It adapts
well to the personnel you have."
And JMU isn't without talented
performers to take advantage of the
new system. The Dukes have 45 lettermen and 12 starters returning from
last season's 6-5 team.
'fWe are strong up the middle (of
the offense),"'Purzycki said, referring
to the quarterback and fullback
positions.
The fullback is junior Warren
Marshall, an all-state and honorable
mention All-America ~lection last
season. The leading quarterbacks are
senior Jon Roddy, a starter at times
during each of the last three seasons,
and sophomore Eric Green, who
directed the Dukes to wins in their
fmal two 1984 games.
Marshall rushed for a JMU-record
1,0 I 0 yards in 10 games last ~a~n (he
missed one game because of a throat
infection), and Purzycki has called
him the ideal fullback for the Wing-T.
Marshall carried a team-record 172
times a year ago, and he should get the
ball more often this ~a~n.
Roddy started the last nine games
of JMU's 8-3 season in 1982 but has
had his last two seasons abruptly
. ended by injuries. Sidelined by an
ankle injury in game two of 1983 and
by a broken left arm (non-throwing)
in game three of 1984, Roddy still has
the reputation as a "can-do" player,
according to Purzycki. Roddy threw

for a school-record 1,319 yards in
1982 but only 481 the last two years.
Green developed quickly during
the fmal weeks of last season, and he

ing in impressive performan~s in the
fmal t)VO contests.
Green came off the bench to lead
the Dukes to a come-from-behind 21-

was the leading quarterback in spring

17 win over Virginia Military in the

practi~

lOth game, and he led JMU to a 24-14
victory over Towson State in his first
collegiate start the next week. He
completed 13 of 26 pas~s for 203
yards and a touchdown and ran for
113 yards and three touchdowns in
the fmal two games.
Quarterback and fullback are two

after a foot injury sidelined
Roddy. Moved to defensive back
early last season, Green returned to
quarterback after Roddy's arm injury
and appeared in four games. He
played briefly as a re~rve in the seventh (Davidson) and ninth (East
Tennessee State) games before turri-

Dukes on radio
Each of JMU's football games this season will be broadcast on the
JMU Sports Network with the team of Mike Schikman, David Taylor,
Roger Allen and Scott Stiegler working together for the third straight
year.
Schikman and Taylor will share the play-by-play and color commentator duties with Stiegler working from the sideline and Allen handling the
on-air production and engineering.
Allen, who has ~en associated with the network in some capacity
almost from its beginnings in the early 1970s, is with the broadcast team
for the eighth consecutive year. His radio background includes several
years as a staff member at WAYB-AM in Waynesboro, Va.
Schikman joined the network as play-by-play announcer in 1981. He is
sports director at WSVA-AM/WQPO-FM in .Harrisonburg, and he
handles the play-by-play duties on J M U basketball broadcasts and hosts
JMU's football and basketball ~aches television programs.
Taylor is in his third year with the network after working 3Y2 years as
sports director at WAYB-AM where he won a Virginia Associated Press
award for qest non-metro sports coverage. Taylor provides color commentary on JMU's basketball broadcasts and coordinates the network's
operation and distribution.
Stiegler joined the staff of WHSV-TV in Harrisonburg in 1984 and
currently is the station's sports director.
Stations on the JMU Sports Network for football include the
following:
WMRA-FM, Harrisonburg
WSVA-AM, Harrisonburg
WTVR-AM, Richmond
WPWC-AM, Quantico
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football? ... Everything!

~Marshall

on the run.

of seven offensive positions where
starters return. Also back from a year
ago are senior wide receivers Dan
Robenson and .Rick . .Rice, senior
tackles Adam Burket and Dario
Savarese and senior guard Kenny
Dalton.
Robertson, who led J M U with 23
receptions last season, and Rice, who
caught 20 passes, will be battling for
the same position because of the
change ip the Dukes' offensive alignment. In JMU's former offense; the
split backfield or veer, there were two
wide receivers and two running backs.
The Wing-T uses three running backs
and only one wide receiver.
There are no returning starters to
join Marshall at the running back
position~, but Purzycki has experienced players in senior Victor
McPherson, junior Kelvin Griffin
and sophomores Carlton Gaines,
Tony Graddy · and Rodney
Stockett.
McPherson, who probably will be
used at fullback, ran for 163 yards last
season (33 carries) and 324 in 1983 (75
carries) when he replaced the injured
Marshall for much of the year. Stockett gained 120 yards (21 carries) last
season before ·a broken collarbone
sidelined him in the seventh game
(Davidson). Griffin was a defensive
back last season but was used at running back two years ago, and Gaines
. and Graddy played with the Dukes'
junior varsity last season. Gaines
appeared briefly with the varsicy, carrying twice for 11 yards.
Junior Craig Blandford also
could be used at fullback. He played
well in the 1984 spring game but sat
out last season with an ankle injury.
Burket, Dalton and Savarese provide an experienced nucleus on the
offensive line, but the Dukes must
find three other starters. Seniors
Steve Hamm and George Collins

Coach Joe Purzycki: New ideas.
ing line-up early last season and fmare candidates at center; sophomore
ished second on the team to Haley in
Carlo Bianchini and junior Roy
tackles (118).
Delph are the leading contenders at
Purzycki Cans the secondary "our
the other guard position; and sophobest-fortified area" and says that
more Neal Willdnson, senior Scott
many of the team's top athletes can be
Driskill and junior Lincoln Wood
found there. Barnes, who intercepted
are the top tight end prospects.
four passes last season, and Jones,
Wood, who has been a linebacker
who has been a starter for most of the
throughout his JMU career, missed
last
two years, are the top performers.
last season's finallO games because of
Barnes took part in 53 tackles, and
a knee injury.
Jones led the team with 7 pass breakSenior tackle Gary Tomlin, senior
ups a year ago.
guard Jim McHugh, junior guard
Sophomore Lamont Breedlove,
Keith Gilliam and junior tackle
who was a wide receiver last season,
Dale Heningin are the top reserves
will play behind Barnes at free safety,
behind the returning starters on the
and
junior lettermen Alfred
offensive line.
McGeachy and Brad Smith are the
Place-kicking and punting duties,
top contenders for the starting posihandled the last three seasons by
tion
at strong safety. McGeachy was a
Mickey Stinnett, will be divided
linebacker last. season.
among several players. Seniors Billy
At cornerback Jones will contend
Sheehan and Joe Henry are the
with juniors Marcus Adkins and
place-kickers and junior David
Arnold Grevious for the starting
Zapotocky and sophomore John
spots. Grevious is a two-year letterDruiett the punters. Sheehan had a
man who was use~ at free safety last
52-yard field goal for the Dukes' junseason, and Adkins was the top
ior VS!sity last season, and Henry was
reserve at cornerback after transferStinnett's holder. Druiett punted for
ring from Wake Forest. Junior
the junior varsity team, averaging
George Reny also will be used at
39.6 yards per punt.
cornerback.
The defense is led by senior lineAll three interior positions on the
backer Charles Haley, an honorable
mention All-American and a firstteam all-state selection last season.
Haley has led the Dukes in tackles
each of the last two seasons ( 143 in
1983, 174 last season), and he can be
The James Madison University
Duke Club will sponsor pre-game ral.used at inside linebacker, where he's
played the last two years, or at outside
lies prior to three of the Dukes road
linebacker, where he was a starter as a
football games this fall.
freshman.
.
The rallies are open to all alumni,
Junior Dean McCullough also is a
students' parents and other JMU
returning starter at inside linebacker;
fans.
senior Anthony Evans returns at
Information on the location of the
outside linebacker; senior Mike · rallies and additional detail will be
Jonesreturnsatcornerback;andjunmailed later to alumni and students'
ior Marshall Barnes is back at free
parents.
·
safety.
Pre-game rallies will be from 11 :30
McCullough moved into the starta.m. to 1 p.m. All the games begin at

J
Sept. 7
~.14

Sept.21
Sept.28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19

Ocl21
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov.23

at East Tennessee . ... 7:30p.m.
j
State
1101\E"UO .. .. .. . ..T'M 9-M- 1
ST"'T£

('Iaiiey Day)
LIBERTY ............. 7:t0 p.m.
(Government Day)
at William and Mary ... 1:30 p.m.
Richmond ............. 1:30 p.m.

(Oyster Bowl in NOI'folk. Va.)
at lafayette ........... 1:00 p.m.
at Appalachian State .. 1:30 p.m.
DAVIDSON .......... 1.:30 p.m.
(Parents Day)
GEORGIA ...... . ..... 1.:30 p.m.
SOUTHERN
(Homecoming)
at Virginia Military ..... 1:30 p.m.
TOWSON STATE ... 1:30 p.m.

Home games in lolcl

defensive line must · be filled.. Top
tackle candidates include seniors
Scott Baxter an~ James Hairston,
junior Emmitt Thomas, and sophomores Jim Eckenrode and Greg
Colvin. Sophomore Doug West ana
junior Kurt Ohnmacht are the leaders at nose guard.
JMU allowed only 75 pointS in its
last six games a year ago, and the
Dukes' defense gave up only four
touchdowns in the final five games.

Pre-game rallies planned
1:30p.m.
Rallies will be held on Sept. 28 in
Williamsburg before the JMUWilliam and Mary game; on Oct. Sin
Norfolk prior to the JMU-Richmond
game in the Oyster Bowl; and on Nov.
9 in Lexington before the JMUVirginia Military Institute game.
For further information contact
Bob Howerton, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 'DJ!JJ7, or
cal1703-JMU-6622.
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Class of '35 celebrates 50th anniversary
Eleanor Ziegler Grainger ('35), was
escorting
the women to their dorms
JMU News Editor
when dances were held. "Boys could
The class of 1935 has seen a lot of
walk the girls to dorms, but after a
change since its graduation from the
certain line they had to part company.
State Teachers College at HarrisonThe couples, of course, would kiss up
burg.
to that line." The kissing was discourApproximately 50 members of the
aged by the authorities, he added.
class celebrated their 50th reunion
Grainger, then a graduate student
recently with a day full of nostalgia.
at the University of Virgins, came to
Events included a luncheon, a tour of
the dances in the 1930s, but Mrs.
campus and brief workshops includGrainger said they didn't meet on
ing an overview of microcomputers.
campus; they met later in the home of
The day ended with a banquet and
another grac!~te.
·induction into JMU's Bluestone
-Students didn't have cars on camSociety, an organization whose mempus in the '30s, but "who could afford
bers have reached the 50th anniverthem?" asked one woman. An excepsary of their graduation.
tion was that some brought cars for
aass members took a bus tour of
senior weekend prior to graduation. some of the new buildings: the ConAt any rate, the campus was smaller
vocation Center, McGraw-Long
then. "Ten minutes would get you
Hall, Warren Campus Center and the · anywhere on foot," said another.
Carrier Library addition.
One of the biggest differences from
"It's amazing to me it can all
1935 to 1985 is in the number ofdiscihappen in such a short time," said one
plines offered. Today JMU has five
class member, while another jokingly
undergraduate areas and a graduate
commented, "I lived too soon."
school; in 1935 the college prepared
In 1935 the campus consisted of the
teachers.
buildings on the Quadrangle, pltis
The members of the class of ~35
Johnston Hall, Varner House and
who were here for their reunion had
Senior Hall (now Converse). Hillcrest
all trained as teachers. Some had
was the home of President Samuel P.
taught for a few years before starting
Duke, and Keezell was then Reed
their families; others had taught for 30
Hall, housing the swimming pool and . years or more.
gymnasium.
Asked if they would become
The posr office was located in Wilteachers today, all who were asked
son Hall, and the custom was to see
responded with an emphatic "yes.,.

By Karen Leigh

who rrx%ived • ptiClalge from borne,

Virginis Hisey Myers of Edinburg

chen wait a decent interval and nonchalentl.y {o\\ow the recipient to her
room. The reward was usually an invitation to help eat some of the goodies
in the package, according to class
members.
Male students were nonexistent;
the college didn't accept men as day
students until 1946. Formal dances
were held in Reed Hall, with an
approved list of young men who
wished to date the students.
A "picturesque custom," according to Inslee Grainger, the husband of

said, "I wouldn't want to do anything
else." Mrs. Myers taught nome economics in Shen andoah County for 18
years and then taught at Bridgewater
College.
_ _
Another teacher with a long career
in education agreed. Sancta Wineford
Webb of Hopewell received her normal professional certificate in the
1930s, then eventually earned her
bachelor's degree in education from
Madison College in 1971. She taught
in Prince George County for 16 years
and in Hopewell schools for 20 years.

Teachers agree that one of the most
rewarding aspects of teaching is
knowing you had a part in an individual's education. As a young English
teacher at Schuyler High School,

Virginia Lea Kann taught Earl
Hamner, "therealJohnBoyWalton."
Mrs. Kann, now living in
Memphis, Tenn., said she still gets a
Christmas card from him every year.

Elizabeth Page Smith (left) re~sces over Virginia Hisey Myers' class
ring~ The two are 1935 graduates.

Former assistant coach heads basketball program
John Thurston, an assistant coach
in the JMU basketball program for 10
years, has been named as JMU's head
basketball coach.
Thurston succeeds Lou
Cainpanelli, who has accepted the
head basketball coach's position at the
University of California.

Athletic director Dean Ehlers, who
announced Thurston's appointment
at a press conference, said that the
37-year-old New York City native
was selected "because of the great
contributions he has made to our success" during the last 10 years.
There were 75 . applicants fo~ the

_./

University librarian named
Dennis E. Robison, university
librarian at the University of Richmond since 1974, has been named to a
similar position at JMU.
Effective Aug. 1, Robison became
university librarian at Carrier Library.
His appointment was announced by
Dr. Russell G. Warren, vice president
for academic affairs. · ·
Before becoming the head librarian
at the University of Richmond, Robison was assistant director of the U niversity of South Florida library. He
was at South Florida from 1962 to

1974 and was also reference librarian
there.
Robison has his bachelor's degree
from Florida State University, a master's degree in library science from
Florida State and a master's in social
science from South Florida.
He has been chairperson of the college and university section of the Virginia Library Association and is a
former president of the Florida
Library Association. Robison has also
been active in the American Library
Association.

job, Ehlers said.
"I think the decision reached ; as
an excellent one," Ehlers said. "John
has the qualifications we are seeking,
and he deserves the opportunity {or
the head coach's position because of
his loyalty to the University and the
program, and because of the great
contributions he has made to our success. He knows our program, he
knows our players, he knows our
opponents and he knows our University." ,
Thurston joined the JMU staff as
an assistant to Campanelli in August
1975 after three seasons as head coac:.t
at Fairleigh Dickinson University in
Madison, N.J. HiSim-/)team
18-10, the best record the Jersey
Devils had compiled at the time.
Thurston's final Fairleigh Dickinson team (1974-75) finished third in
the Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division II and III
Central Region Tournament. They
were ranked among the top 10 Divi-

was

sion III teams nationally that season
in scoring and in field goal and free
throw percentage.
In Thurston's first season at JMU
(1975-76) the Dukes were nationally
ranked for part of the season, and they
competed in the NCAA Division II
South Atlantic Regional Tournament. The JMU program moved to
Division I the following season, and
the Dukes three times have advanced
to the second round of the NCAA
Eastern Regional (1981-83).
Thurston has directed the offense
and served as the Dukes' recruiting
coordinator throughout his 10 seasons
at JMU. He has been instrumental in
recruiting nearly every player who has
played at JMU during the last decade
and is widely recognized for his ability
to judge young players' talents.
" John possesses the great ability to
judge talent and spot a recruit others
might miss," Ehlers said. " This is a
key to success for the JMU program.''
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Class otes
1932

1950

Dr. Martha Boaz. dean emeritus of the
graduate school of library science at the University of Southern California, recently traveled throughout China. She represented
America in the Citizen Ambassador Program of
People to .People Intematiooal, a board which
unites experts from around the world to
exchange ideas. She is also on the National
Advisory Committee on the Control of Drug
Abuse and will serve on the committee until
1987.

Matde jett Peterson and her husband,
John, plan to open a bed and breakfast house in
Eastpon, Maine. The Petersons' 1810 Federalstyle house is in a small seacoast viJJage outside
ofEastpon.

1933
Lucile Miller Bailey-Anderson has published her autobiography, titled "Doors Ajar."
The book was published by Walswotth Publishing Co., Inc. of Marceline, Mo. Lucile is a
retired attorney from Chariton, Iowa. One
chapter of her book deals with her efforts to fmd
homes for the 10 children of Lucile Fray, who
died of cancer. Fray's story was turned into the
television movie "Who Will Love My Children" that aired in 1984.

1939
Ethei Hill Hammett has retired from her
position as food service supervisor at Bethea
Baptist Home in Darlington, S.C. She is now
living in Waynesville, N.C.
·

1943
Charlotte Mylum Blankinship has
retired from teaching home economics and
general science. Charlotte, who taught in Brosville, Va., and Annapolis, Md., for a total of 11
years, now sells real estate part-time. The Blankinships live in Annapolis on the waterfront
where they enjoy sailing.

1948
June Hardy Owen is a part-time secretary
and a homemaker. She has lived in Deeatur
Ga., for 32 years. June has three sons, ages 29,

27 and 21.

1952
joanne T. Stern is living in Rodenbach,
West Gennany, where she works for the Gamble Insurance Agency. Previously, she worked
for the company in Spain and England.

1960
Lucy Hook Porter is pastor of the Community United Methodist Church in Middle
Village, N.Y. She is alsoco-leaderofWomenin
Ministry of the New York Annual Conference.

1962
Betsy Rose Carr and her family mov~
from Oslo, Norway~toAnnandale, Va., in 1982.
She works part-time in the Institute Research
Office of Notthem Virginia Community College. Betsy and her husband, Wes, have two
daughters, Carolyn and Anne.

1963
David Blevins has joined the faculty of
Huntingdon College. He formerly worked for
the State Department of Education, Albemarle
and Fairfax counties in Virginia and for
Wabash College. David and his wife and two
children live in Montgomery, Ala.

1966
Patricia Dove Stephens and her husblmd
and three sons moved from Little Rock, Ark., to
St. Louis, Mo., this summer.

1968
Kathy Kirkwood has been teaching in
Howard County, Md., for J7 years. She Jives in
Columbia, Md.
F. Annette Mead is living near the
Dordogne River in the southwest part of
France.

University publica.tions
win national awards
Three publications prepared by the
]M U sports information office have
won national awards for excellence.
In the annual competition of the
College Sports Information Directors
of America, JMU was cited for its
soccer and women's basketball press
guides and for its football game
programs.
The soccer brochure was rated best
in the country, the women's basketball press guide best in the region and
the football programs second in the
country in Division 1-AA. The publications were judged on design, content and creativity.
The soccer press guide was rated
first among the nation's largest colleges. Second place in the competition
went to Fresno State, followed by
Notre Dame, Penn State and Oemson.
The guide was prepared under the
direction of Milia Sue Wisecarver,
assistant sports information director.
The publication was designed by
' Wayne Liskey of the publications
office.
Photography for the soccer publication, and the two other awardwinning brochures, was done primarily by chief photographer Tommy
Thompson and his assistant, DeeDee
Niarhos.
Typesetting for all three publica-

tions was done by the ]M U printing
office. The soccer brochure was
printed at JMU;·the women's basketball and football publications were
printed by GOod Printers of Harrisonburg.
The women's basketball guide was
also prepared under the direction of
Wisecarver and was designed by
Elizabeth Lee of the publications
office.
The press guide won first place in
CoSIDA District Ill, which includes
Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia and Florida. It was ranked
sixth nationally, after Ohio State,
Penn State, Rutgers, Louisiana State
and Arkansas.
The ]M U football programs were
awarded second place among Division 1-AA schools. First place was
won by Yale; third through fifth by
Brown, Harvard and Pennsylvania.
The football programs received the
top award in Division 1-AA for the
program covers.
The programs were prepared under
the direction of Ken Ries, former
sports information director, and Gary
Michael, current sports information
director. Shepard Wright of the]M U
publications office designed the
programs.

1972
Rebecca Herman Haske is teaching first
grade at the Parent's Cooperative School in
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. She and her husband,
Bernard, have two children, Cynthia, age 7, and
Brian, age 4.
john P. MueUer is resident manager of The
Manchester Hotel in Middletown, Ohio.
Diana YoUDI Mullins and her husband
have adopted a Korean infant. Recently, the
Mullins moved to San Diego, Calif.
S. Douglas Sipnan and his wife, the
former jean Evans ('73), ~ntly moved from
Memphis; Tenn., to Richardson, Texas. Jean is
working for the Internal Revenue Service's
Regional Office in Dallas. They have two
daughters, Jennifer, age 9, and Rebeoc:a, age 6.

1973
Rebecea Payne Copenhaver recently won
more than $5,000 on the television show "The .
Price is Right." Rebeoc:a teaches special education in Midlothian, Va.
George Toliver was selected to officiate at
the Jones Cup international basketball competition, held in July in Taipei, Taiwan. He was
the only American to officiate games in the
tournament, which featured 14 teams representing 13 countries. George has officiated college basketball five years and high school basketball nine years. He is manager of recrea.tional
activities at JMU.

1974
Betty jo Boone English is an instructor of
data processing at Pruden Vo-Tech Center in
Suffolk, Va. She and her husband, William,
have two children, Stephen, age 2, and Katherine, born in March.
Lela Kroph Snyder has received her Ph.D.
in American literature from the University of
Oregon. She is interim academic d~ at Eastem Mennonite College. Lela and her husband,
Delben, and two daughters live in Harrisonburg.
Karen Waters-Paulin is a school psychologist with Commonwealth Consultants in
Holden, Mass. She lives in Worcester, Mass.

1975
Stephen Mable is branch manager for
Electric Supply Co. of Raleigh, N.C. He is also
active in the county Republican Party. His wife,
the former Suaao Lamm ('76), is area manager for Danceaerobics Inc. The Mabies live in
Raleigh, N.C.
Paula Neff Mldock has received her master's degree in special education from Radford
University. She is working toward a certification as a registered music therapist. Paula and
her husband, Randall, live in Pearisburg, Va.
Elizabeth. Mocben Prescott received her
master of public health degree from Boston
University in May. She and her husband,
David, and son, Gregory, live in Melrose,
Mass.
Rose White is membership and communications manager of the Virginia Peninsula
Chamber of Commerce. Rose lives in Poquoson, Va.

1976
Arlene Starr Fishel is an interior decorator ·
for Inside-Out Remodelers. She previously
owned The Gift Gallery in Harrisonburg. She
and her husband and son, Jonathan, live in
Elon,N.C.
Brent Good has been named head track and
field coach and assistant football coach at
Arkansas tech. He and his wife, the former
Patricia Mackessy ('77), live in Russellville,
Ark.
Stacy Palczynski Hisey is teaching physical education at Spotswood Elementary School
in Harrisonburg. Stacy and her husband, Bill,
and daughter, Erin, reside in Elkton, Va.
Christopher jones has been named opera- ·
tions manager at WHSV-TV in Harrisonburg.
He had served as production manager at
WHSV since 1982.
Bill Moore is telemarketing supervisor at
Media General Cable of Fairfax, Va. His wife,
the former julie Maby ('78), is director of
training at Family Computer Service Center.
The Moores live in ~tilly, Va.
Pete and Ruth Muir ('77) Napolitano are
both employed at the University of Rochester
(N.Y.). Ptte is director of dining services and
Ruth is assistant tiWiager of auxiliary services/
parking at the medical center. The Napolitanos
and their two sons live in Rochester.

..

'
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Pamela Newsom and her husband, Greg,
are living in Winston-Salem, N.C.
Lynn Sheppard Robinson is the bead
swimming coach for James Wood High School
swim team. She and her husband, jim, also
coach the Winchester (Va.) Swim Team. The
Robinsons live in Winchester.
Jennifer Little Settcratrom is a prekindergarten teacher for Graice Episcopal Day
School in Silver Spring, Md.
Pam DeWaore Schneider lives in Buffalo, N.Y., and sells lingerie part time. She and
her husband have two children, Alelamder~age
5, and Kristina. age 3.•The Schneiders have
spent time traveling in Germany and Spain.

1971
Gary Acord is working for ~· accountiq
firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell in New York
City. He was transferred to New Yori: from
Phoenix, Ariz., where his wife, the former
Pamela Taylor ('79), taught bilingual kindergarten for six years. The Acords and their
daughter, Jessica, live in New York City.
Bruce .Cbriadanaen is an independent
insurance agent for Patterson & Associates Inc.
His wife, the former Moone llall ('78), works
for the Navy Federal Credit Union. The Halls
and their son, Daniel, live in Sterling, Va.
Linda jackson Donovan is a substance
abuse counselor with Attleboro (Mass.) Area
Youth and Family Services. She and her husband, Tim, and infant son live in Nonon, Mass.
Lynn Hannula is a t~cal assistant at the
Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant. She lives
in Big Lake, Minn.
Debra Jones Holdren, a senior computer
systems analyst for Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Southwestern Virginia, recently earned her
Certified Systems Professional designation.
She is also on the board of directors of the Blue
Cross Credit Union. Debra and her husband,
Tuclter, and two sons live in Burnt Chimney,
Va.
lillse ClllllliqluuD TatUID wo.rts for the
.P.meri.can Co\lqe o{ Ob~ttui~

and~

co\ogists in Washington, D .C . She and her husband, Jeff, recently adopted a daughter. The
Cnnninghams reside in Great Falls, Va.
Hal Willard has been named athletic director at the U.S. Naval Air Station in Patuxent,
Md. He continues as head baseball coach and
spans infonnation director at St. Mary's College of Maryland. Hal lives in Leonardtown.
Md.

1978
Kent Bond is employed with First Investors
Corporation in Baltimore, Md. He writes that
he enjoys living in Baltimore and is interested in
meeting other JMU graduates living in the Baltimore area.
Kent Booty is an iDformation officer in the
public affairs office of Longwood College. His
wife, the former Wynn Ruahing ('79), works
in the emergency room of the Southside Community Hospital in Farmville, Va. The Bootys
and their two sons, Matthew and Scan, live in
Farmville.
Mary Kim Haverty has been promoted to
assistant accounting manager in the Charlottesville, Va., regional office of the State Farm
Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
Steven M. Lister is a computer programmer with AT&T Communications in Fairfax. Va. He and his wife, ~, and infant
daughter, Nicole Marie, live in Burke. Va.
Nancy L Reich is working for Kelley Ser·
vices in Syracuse, N.Y. She and her husband,
Jim, live in LiverpoOl, N.Y.
Dixie H. Shearer is assistant director of
fmancial aid at Ferrum College. She and her
husband recently purchased a home in Rocky
Mount, Va.
Sarah Shomo is a high school science
teacher at Spotswood High School in Rockingham County, Va., and she owns her own
business. In 1984 she was a recipient of an
Outstanding Yoq Woman of America award.
Sarah lives in Harrisonburg.
·
Michael L Shoop and his wife, Joy, are
reference librarians at the RobesoD County
Public Library in Lumbertm, N.C.
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Lisa Clark bas accepted a position in the
video production department ofWTTG-TV in
Washington, D.C. She lives in Springfaeld, Va.
Stephen Costa is an~ designer~t
Objective Industries in Fishenville, Va. ~
wife, the former Sonia Dameron ('79), IS a
full-time housewife and mother. The Costas
live in Stuarts Draft, Va.
Jennifer Stanley Dunkle is a. ~sto~
representative with Western A1rhnes m
Denver.
Robert B. Guntharp graduated from
Mercer Univenity School of Law in June. He
began practice in August with a firm in
McLean, Va.
Carolyn Hamrick is department ~
of the c:Urrency center for the Bank ofV1JIIIU8.
She lives in Richmond, Va.
Kathy Geria Mcl.auJhUn is teaching ftnt
grade in the Virginia Beach (Va.) public school
system.She lives in Chesapeake, Va.
Dan Nardi is a purchasing agent with
Merck & Co. Inc. in Elkton, Va. He and his
wife, the former Alyce Umberger ('79), and
their son, Philip Andrew, live in Harrisonburg,
Va.
Garvin O'NeD has moved to Los Angeles,
·Calif., where he is director offood and beverage
at The Hotel Bel Air.
John W. Vop is a lead programmer analyst
for Richmond Data Center in Richmond, Va.

1980

Claarles A. Brewer has been promoted to
assistant vice president of Balik of Virginia in
T~ Comer, Va.
JCefth A. Giarrusso is a space management
· specialist for the U.S. General Accounting
Office in Washington, D.C. He lives in Fairfax,
Va.

Geoffrey GIIDD is employed by the County
of Sussex (N.J.) Health Department. He lives
in Newton, N.J.
Melody Haynes is a health and physical
education instructor at Frank W. Cox High
School in Virginia Beach, Va. She also coaches
the gymnastics team and works with the cheerleaders at Cox. Melody lives in Virginia Beach,
Va.
Scott Lowke is an employee representative
for Aetna Life and Casualty Co. He and his
wife, Pat, recently moved from Orlando, Fla.,
to Louisville, Ky.
Scott McEntire is working as EDP auditor
for the Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
headquartered in Dallas. He will complete his
master's degree in business administration at
the Univenity of Dallas in December. He
enjoys water and snow skiing in his spare time.

Bri~ "Speck"_McNealy bas ~ his
master of business administration degree from
George Washington University. He works in
the public relations department Bell Atlantic. Brian lives in Annandale, Va.

of

Ed Powell recently received a master of divinity degree from Southeastern Baptist ThCC:
logical Seminary in W~ Pores~, -N.C. He _1s
se~ as pastor at Perkins Bapnst Church m
Goochland, Va.
Stephanie Gretory Ressel is an employment counselor for CEES of Virginia, a consultant fum. She and her husband, Skip, live in
Martinsville, Va.
Raclf M. Simpaon recently received an
award from Synthes Ltd. for the highest sales
growth in the nation. Radi's sales 8rea is the
state of South Carolipa, and he lives in Sumter,
S.C.

1981

Eugenio "Blues~ ~o receiv~ a. master of business adiDIDistranon degree m mternational business from George Washington
Univenity in July. He moved to Spain following graduation.
·
Camille L. Baldwin recently received her
master's degree in exercise physiology from the
Univenity of South Carolina. She bas accepted
a job at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Carole Baldwin is living in Columbia, S.C.,
where she is working on her master's degree in
marine biology.
·
ADJela Starr Barber is a program analyst
for Martin Marietta in Denver. She and her
husband, Rex, live in Littleton, Colo.
Robert E. Capalli bas been promoted to
senior accountant manager and office manager
for Flair Communications Agency Inc. He bas
transferred to ·Birmingham, Mich., from Chicago. Robert lives in Farmington Hills, Mich.
Becky J. Cook has received her doctorate in
optometry from the Univenity of Alabama at
Birmingham School of Optometry. She plans
to practice optometry in Virginia.
Laura Leetch Damewood is a homemaker
in Hamilton, Va. She worked for the CIA prior
to the birth of the Damewoods' ftnt child in

1983.
Sarah Kenyon Farnaworth is a hunian

Jim Hanner has received his doctor of medicine degree from the Univenity of Virginia.
He began his residency in diagnostic radiology
at the Univenity of Florida in July.
Nancy Harmon is a pharmaceu~ical ~~
representative for Herbert Laboratones, a dlv!sion of Smith Kline Beckman Inc. She works m
the New York City area and lives in Edison,
N.J.
Ruth Ericka Hooper plans to begin teaching instrumental music in a New York City
private school this fall. She and her husband,
Peter, live in Little Neck, N.Y.
Elizabeth Hale Lemacka and her husband,
Mike, recently moved from Columbia, S.C., to
Sumter, S.C. Elizabeth taught third grade language arts while in Columbia.
Uz Reichart Osborn works for Atlantic
Fleet Federal Credit Union. She and her husband, James, live in Virginia Beach, Va.
SuzaDDe Hooker Parker bas started her
own business, Personal Computing Applications and Training. She lives in Newport News,
Va.
Elizabeth Morley Parks is teaching
second grade in a private school in Fayetteville,
N.C.
Jerry ' i.. Pierce has worked in public
accounting for four yean with the fum Arthur
Anderson and Co. He is a certified public
accountant and currently holds the tide experienced tax senior. · Jerry is also involved in
recruiting JMU business graduates .for the
fum.

resource manager for the Hopewell Corporation's Federal Systems Division, headquartered in McLean, Va. She and her husband,
Scott, and their daughter, Kristen, live in
Annandale, Va.
Terry McMasters Gretory recently completed her third year teaching special education
in Fairfax, Va. She and her husband live in
Lonon, Va.

Gregory L. Pope is working for PrenticeHall Inc. in Washington, D.C. He and his wife,
Maria Groaz-Pope ('81), and their daughter;
Maria, live in Woodbridge, Va.
Gary Robinson is a realtor with Century 21
Old Richmond Realty in Richmond, Va. He

Biology workshop examines Valley environment
By Terry Levinson
'<:>\.a\\ \Nt\\.et

During three weeks in May, students at JMU examined the environment of the Shenandoah Valley and
the role of information in environmental decision making.
The students were enrolled in a
workshop titled "Environment and
the Valley" which was offered by the
biology department during May
session.
Dr. Dean Cocking, associate professor of biology and course instructor, said such concerns as pollution
and wilderness preservation were discussed. The class also focused on how
sci~tists, journalists, environmental
educators and others obtain and use
information affecting decisions about
the environment.
"We look at how information is
gathered, transferred and used and
examine the information base used by
such groups as industry, the forestry
service and city planners," said
- Cocking.
The students meet for three and
one-half hours each day. The ftrst
week was spent discussing preservation and use of forest lands in Western
Virginia. During the second week the
discussion centered on environmental
pollution problems, such as air quality, water quality and toxic substance
control. The last week was mainly
devoted to the subject of planning and
land use management, and the integration of environmental concerns
into decisions such as zoning.
"In the planning and development
part of the course, I choose a hypothetical problem and assign each person a role," Cocking said.

Students assume roles such as
mayor, local environmen~a\is~ and
industrialis~. then u~estify.. a~ a mock

public hearing.
Other facets of the class were guest
speakers, field trips, small group discussions, films and laboratory work.
Volunteer speakers came from the
state water control board, forestry and
park services, the regional sewer
authority, a forest-product industry,
city planning office, local media, wildlife treatment center.and several educational institutions.
Cocking said he is "very happy
about the interest these people show.
They add so much to the course."
Field trips have been taken to the
George Washington National Forest
and Westvaco industrial plant in
Covington. Another outing was designed to have students test population impact upon a stream in Westep}
Rockingham County.
Tests were conducted at six sites
along the stream, beginning in a relatively uninhabited location near the
George Washington National Forest,
progressing to farming areas, and on
to more densely populated portions of
the county.
At each site students checked conditions such as oxygen content of the
water, turbidity, and types and quantities of animal and plant life. Between
test sites, data was collected which
could provide insight into factors
affecting the stream ecology. Counts
were taken of elements within the
watershed area including poultry
houses, barns and outbuildings,
houses and trailers in use, farm
implements, functional and nonfunctional cars, livestock, mailboxes,
clotheslines, gardens, trees and
shrubs.

During a field trip, Susan DeRocco of Arlington uses a color test kit to
determine dissolved ammonium ni_trogen in the water.
Collected samples then underwent
lab tests and recorded data were
analyzed.
The workshop not only presented a
biological viewpoint, but also incorporated economics, geography, geol-

ogy, political science, journalism and
the social sciences, Cocking said.
"The course is an interdisciplinary
liberal arts approach to a topic people
usually think of as strictly scientific."
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was recently awarded the distinguished
achiever award for gross sales production of
$2.5 million in 1984.
Jerry Throckmorton is a marketing representative for A.C. Nielsen Co. in the Charleston, W.Va., area.
Stephen Tusiq is a supervisor for the
Southland Corp. He lives in Richmond, Va.
Julie S. Wilber works for the Marin County
Library, nonh of San Francisco. She is the
assistant director of the library's literacy program and has begun work on a county outreach
program to homebound library patrons. She
also writes a library-related column for local
newspapers. Julie resides in Novato, Calif.
Sandra Williams is coaching girls' basketball at Vero Beach (Fla.) Junio~ High School.
Her team compiled a 20-3 record and won the
Treasure Coast Conference tournament this
year.
Pamela A. Wiles is a staff supervisor for
AT&T Communications corporate headquarters in New Jersey. She was recently recognized
by the American Biographical Institute as an
"Outstanding Personality in America." The
award honored her contributions to the field of
sales marketing.

1982
Kelly C. Bowers has accepted a position in
the consulting division of Anhur Anderson and
Co. in Chicago.
·
Marty Bowman has been coaching and
teaching learning disabled high school students
in Fredericksburg, Va., for three years. She
recently began studying computer programming at the Computer Learning Center in
Springfield, Va. Marty lives in Alexandria, Va.
Jani<:e Cotter does college recruiting and
produces video tape training fJ.lms for rooms
operations for Marriott Hotels. She lives in .
Falls Church, Va.
James Dodd is a sales representative for
Harris/Lanier in Charlotte, N.C. He plays
lacrosse with the Charlotte Lacrosse Oub and .
coaches the Charlotte Youth Lacrosse Team.
Ehren Green has completed her master's
degree in industrial and labor relations at Cornell University. She works for the Ford Moror
Company in Dearborn, Mich.
Karen Hiller is a station manager for Henz
Rent-a-Car in Manhattan, N.Y.
Robin Hu<:hinson lida works for JohnstonHazard Realtors. She is an accompanist for a
vocal group and church choir and she plays.
handbells. Robin and her husband, Ken, also
offer a shepherding home for a msis pregnancy
center. The Iidas live in Virginia Beach, Va.

Bill Jones is a fll'St lieutenant in the Army
and an aide-de-camp to a brigadier general. He
and his wife, the former Dina Silirie ('82), live
in Pirmasens, Germany, and enjoy uaveling.
Robert B. Jones was recently promoted to
marketing representative for Virginia for Computer RX Pharmacy Management Systems. He
lives in Richmond, Va.
Garry Kelman has accepted a position as
director of residence halls at Cal Poly in San
Luis Obispo, Calif. Garry, who earned a master's degree in rounseling and stpdent services
from Iowa State University, formerly was
coordinator of residence life at Mercer University in Macon, Ga. He recently uaveled to the
Holy Land on a spiritual pilgrimage.
Carol M<:Hale M<:Cradten is a writer for
the Army newspaper The Champion Times.
She and her husband, John, and infant son live
in Baumholder, Germany.
Christopher M. Miller is a fll'St lieutenant
and a maintenance test pilot for the Army. He is
stationed at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Patricia Beale Milteer is a sales rorrespondent in .the building producrs division of the
Union Camp Corp. in Franklin, Va.
Claudia Nemeth and her husband, Randall, moved to Urbana-Champaign, Ill., in
August.
Sharon Pearson is a clinical dietitian at
Anne Arundel General Hospital in Annapolis,
Md.
Tra<:ey Sandell is a staff accountant for ,
Beverly Enterprises of Virginia Beach, Va.
Kenneth Shapiro is a computer programmer/analyst for Fidelity Mutual Life Insuran<:e Co. in Radnor, Pa. He resides in Erdenheim,Pa.
Jim ShifDette is a mechanical engineering
studentat Old Dominion University. He works
in aerodynamics for NASA and Langley Air
For<:e Base. Jim lives in Norfolk, Va.
Elizabeth Nobles ShO<:kley is a budget
analyst for the U.S. Marshals Servi<:e. Her
husband, David ('82), manages the Nautilus at
the Loudoun Racquet and Swim Qub. The
Shockleys live in Leesburg, Va.
Germaine SJmpson is a special agent £or
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
of the U.S. Treasury Department. She is living
and working in Richmond, Va·.
Johnnie E. Williams is a f'mancial ~er
with the Vinton (Va.) Camelot Hall. He and his
wife, Evelyn, live in Vinton.
Donna J. Yates is an internal auditor for
Coca-Cola Co. in Charlotte, N.C. She formerly
worked for Ernst & Whinney in Roanoke, Va.
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Kathryne Harrison A<:kaway is a sales
and service representative for Continental Telephone of Virginia. She and her husband,
Joseph, live in E~poria, Va.
Lynne Bowman is the technical publications supervisor for COMPTEK Research Inc.
She plans to attend graduate school at George
Washington University this fall. Lynne lives in
Alexandria, Va.
Timothy D. Branner is a fmancial analyst
for United Virginia Bankshares Corp. in Olde
Towne Alexandria, Va. He resides in Crystal
City, Va.
Darby L Burman obtained her master's
degree in social work in May from the University of Maryland at Baltimore. She is a social
worker in child psychiatry at Johns Hopkins
Hospital. Darby lives in Hydes, Md.
Kelly Cross is supervising a microcomputer
information, training and suppon center in the
data processing department of Hampton (Va.)
City Hall. She lives in Hampton.
Frank Fleming is area coordinator for student housing at the University of Southern
Mississippi. He re<:eived .his master of education degree from JMU last August. His wife,
the former Stephanie OUver ('81), is an associate school psychologist and assistant director
of the Exceptional Student Learning Resource
Center in Hattiesburg, Miss. The Flemings live
in Hattiesburg.
Jay C. Friedman is a benefit authorizer
with the Social Security Adminisuation. He
resides in Baltimore, Md.
Cynthia Gal re<:eived her master's degree in
psychology from George Mason University in
May. She is a scientist with the Essex Corp., a
human facrors engineering/psychology ronsuiting fum. She is also a staff ski instrucror
with Teen Ski Adventures. Cyndy lives in
Alexandria, Va.
Mi<:hael W. Garrett is working on a master
of divinity degree at Westminster Theological
Seminary in Philadelphia. He and his wife,
Marda, live in Wyndmoor, Pa.
]UJet To.lnJan ~rei< iss fust JieutnJ-

ant in the Army Signal Corps. She is stationed
in Ansbach, Germany.
Doreen DeGraafJ Markferdbag is a student at New Jersey Medical School in Newark.
She lives in Landing, N.J.
Dana Nelson has ac:cepted a position as a
programmer/analyst for the Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond, Va. Dana resides in Richmond.

Business programs accredited
J M U's College of Business has
received national accreditation of its
graduate business administration and
undergraduate and graduate accounting programs.
The Accreditation Council of the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business announced the
accreditation during special ceremonies held during the organization•s
annual meeting, April 14-17, in
Orlando, Fla., according to Dr.
Robert Holmes, dean of the College of
Business.
Accreditation by the AACSB is
recognition of the excellence of our
faculty, student body and overall educational programs in business administration at JMU,t• said Holmes. ·
"This accomplishment is a significant
milestone in the brief 13-year history
of the College of Business and reflects
the commitment to high-quality programs by President Ronald E. Carrier
and Dr. Russell Warren, vice president for academic affairs."
Approximately 1,200 colleges and
universities in the United States offer
undergraduate business degrees, but
less than 250 ·are accredited by
AACSB, the only national accrediting
agency for business programs in the
country. Of the more than 550 mas-

ter's programs, approximately 200 are
AACSB accredited.
In accounting only 45 schools have
received accreditation at various
degree levels. The JMU business college joins less than 50 schools of business that are fully accredited at all
levels by the AACSB. JMU's undergraduate program in business administration received accreditation in
1982.
"It means that we have presented
ourselves against the best schools of
business in the country, and we•ve
measured up well. The accrediting
agency establishes high standards,
and we have met those standards,"
President Carrier said.
"It is very gratifying for me as president of James Madison University to
have achieved this recognition, especially since the College of Business
was founded in 1972 shortly after I
arrived here," Carrier said. "This is
another example of James Madison
University achieving beyond expectations."
To achieve accreditation a business
school must meet a wide range of
quality standards relating to curriculum, faculty resources, admissions,
degree requirements, library and
computer facilities, financial

resources and intellectual climate,
according to Holmes.
During the accreditation process
the University was visited and evaluated by business school deans,
accountin$ educators and corporate
representatives. The College of Business also had to complete a two-year
self-study which resulted in 750-800
pages of documentation, according to
Dr. Paul Kipps, associate dean of the
. college.
JMU's College of Business has an
approximate enrollment of 3,000,
which is·roughly one-third of JMU•s
student population, Holmes said. Of
these, approximately 2,800 are under. graduates.
The AACSB is a not-for-profit
organization consisting of more than
750 educational organizations and
corporations concerned with the
improvement of higher education in
business administration and management. With headquarters in St.
Louis, it is recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education and the
Council on Post-secondary Accreditation as the sole accrediting agency
for baccalaureate and master•s degree
programs in business administration.

Betsy Perdue is a photographer with the
Courier-Tribune newspaper in Asheboro, N.C.
She formerly worked with UPI Newspi<:tures
in Washington, D.C. Betsy lives in Asheboro.
N.C.
Bonnie Smith is the local coordinator for
the American Institute for Foreign Study Sc:bolarship Foundation. Her work involves preparing press releases and coordinating the academic year for visiting European students.
Bonnie recently toured Europe with Maria
Longley ('84) and rompleted a work/study
program in London following her travels.
Bonnie lives in Arlington, Va.
Ina R. SpeUs is a speech pathologist at the
Central Virginia Training Center in Lynchburg, Va. She received a master's degree from
JMU last August.
Catherine L Staples has been promoted to
. program director for the Boys Qub of Virginia
Beach, Va. She is also pursuing her master's
degree in business administration at Old
Dominion University. She lives in Virginia
Beach.
Stephen 0. Starke is an intelligence
research specialist in the imagery analysis division of the Defense .Intelligence Agency in
Washington, D.C. He lives in Alexandria, Va.
Pamela Stevens is a trip coordinator in the
Presidential Advance Office at the White
House. She lives in Springfield, Va.
Deborah Uno is an account service representative for Advanced Response Marketing
Associates, a direct mail marketing fum in
Great Falls, Va. Deborah lives in Fairfax, Va.
Henk Vander Meyter is rompleting his
fmal year ofgraduate school in geology at North
Carolina State University. He and his wife,
Betsy, live in Raleigh, N.C.
Mark A. Weinbel'l received his master's
degree in judicial administration from the University of Denver last August. He is a judicial
administrator for the Superior Coun in
Mariropa County near Phoenix, Ariz.
James A. Wulff will begin graduate school
in the College of Forestry and Natural Resources this fall.
George Youq is a sales represenr.rive witb
Lirrle Roclr Pacbging. He and his wife, Lllun.
(
live in Little Roclr, Art.

1984
Kenneth L Baker is a licensed real estate
agent for Tansey-Warner In<:. in Bethany
Beach, Del. He lives in Bridgeville, Del.
l'iru<:e Bosla111h is an imagery analyst with
the Department of Defense in Washington,
D.C. His wife, the former ICaren A. Leoaard
('84), tea<:hes mildly mentally retarded students. The Boslaughs live in Sterling. Va.
Jeff Brown is working for Murray Properties Company, a rommercial real estate developer in Austin, Texas.
Sharron DeLoqis is an administrative
assistant to the director of special projects/
marketing for the Atlantis Casino Hotel in
Atlantic City, N.J. She lives in Absecon, N.J.
Matthew T. Dunn is teaching high school
business education in Baltimore, Md.
Denise Elfn is a sales assistant for the
James A. Cassidy Co. Inc., a Pella window
distributor in Rockville, Md. Denise lives in
Arlington, Va.
Sheryl Etzler is the assistant IDIIUigei'Ofthe
Motor House Cafeteria operated by the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. She lives in Williamsburg, Va.
Liz Gaskill is rompleting her fll'St year in
the Ph.D. program in microbiology at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.
Chris Hayes is a junior systems engiileer for
Data Systems in Richmond, Va.
S<:ott S. Hemmig has been named to the
board of directors for Tecumseh Productions
Inc., a media services/cable marteting firm.
Srott is a cable marketing ronsultant to MetroCable in Arlington, Va.
James Hewitt is a medical technologist in
the clinical microbiology laboratory at the University of Virginia Medical Center.
Karen L lrby is a staff accountant for Peat
Marwick and Mitchell in Norfolk, ya.
Beverly Keller is workil!g on her master's
degree in daDce ethnology at the University of
California-Los Angeles.
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Maria Longley recently returned from a
work/study program in sales in London. She
toured Europe with Bonnie Smith ('83) for
several months prior to beginning the work
study program.

Rebecca Weaver Manney is a modern
dance and ballet teacher at Brown University in
Providence, R.I. She also dances with two
modem dance companies and performs with a
multi-media group called Egret on Our Backs.
In July she and her husband, Patrick, taught
ballet and modem dance at the Rockbridge
Fine.Arts Workshop in Lexington, Va.
Randy J. Marzic:ola is a forecast analyst in
the logistics department of Black & Decker
Accessory and Workshop Products Division.
He resides in Hampstead, Md.
Beverly Moore Moran is a speech therapist for an orthopedic school in Delaware. Her
husband, Harold ('82), teaches Spanish and
. French and coaches tennis in Salisbury, Md.

Julie L Overboe is attending ~~te
school at Virginia Commonwealth Uruverstty.
She is completing her social w~>rk field
ment at Rockingham Memorial Hospttal m
Harrisonburg.
Nell G. Price is a defense contract negotiator for the Naval Air Systems Command Headquarters in Washington, D.C. He. lives in
Arlington, Va.
Unda A. Ryder is a junior high school
teacher for Rockingham County (Va.) Schools.
In September, she will re~ ~school at J~U
to pursue a master's degree m history. She lives
in Harrisonburg.

.P*7-

jeff~ C. Seales has completed Airborne
and Ranger Schools for the Army. He is a
second lieutenant stationed at Fort Jackson,
S.C., as a training officer.
,
Cele Serwitz is a buyer for Sassafras Stores
in Gaithersburg, Md.
Elizabeth A. Shanholtz recently toured
Australia and New Zealand for two months
with Thomas Gittins ('84). She joined him
during the course of his six-month world tour.
Llu "B.]." Somen is a police officer for
rbe Arlington Counry(Va.)Police Department.
She lives in F.u£~, Va.
ICeUy SDJ/rb S•eet is a paralepl for a law
be and. be1: b.u&hand,

£uu. \n RuriM>o.hu".
'Pa~

(.'U), \l.. e \n "Pon \\q>u\:>\ic, Va.

Gary B. Thomas is an elementary school
music teacher in Front Royal, Va.
Paula Houtary Thompson is working for
Farmers & Merchants National Bank in Winchester, Va. Her husband; Tony ('84), works
for Shockey Industries. The Thompsons live in
Winchester.
Bill Threlkeld is a planner in the department of planning and community development
of the County of Stafford (Va.). He previously
worked as a planning technician for the Roanoke County department of development. Bill
lives in Fredericksburg, Va.

Weddings...__ _ _~-Brenda Ashley Riggs ('75), to Bruce F. Hanna,
on Sept. 29, 1984.
Carol E. Emonl ('76), to Edward D. Forrest
III, on June 22, 1985.
·
Rhonda Faye Jimenez ('76), to John William
Mosley, on Aug. 14, 1982.
Pamela Newsom ('76), to Gregory Kirk Matthews, on June 22, 1985.
Susan E. Smith ('76), to Edward Carter, on
May4, 1985.
Carol Theresa O•mmings, to Conrad Calandra
('77), on June 8, 1985.
Susan Ann Cole ('78), to Mark A. Bierwagen,
on April27, 1985.
Joy Elizabeth Krause, to Michael I. Shoop
('78), on Nov. 24, 1984.
Nancy L. Reich ('78), to Jim Sobeck, on April
20, 1985.
.
.
Anne Carter ('79), to Edward J. Marrin, on
Oct. 30, 1982.
Katherine R. Murray ('79), to William Norman
·Leslie, on May 10, 1985.
Holly Sue Smith ('79), to Robert Gordon
Stamm ('79), on Dec. 22, 1984.
Tina Bukowski ('80), to RobertS. Fisher ('81),
on May 24, 1985.

BI. rth
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Darcy Elaine Reardon ('80}, to Bruce W. Taylor ('80), on Nov. 17, 1984.
Angela Starr Barber ('81), to Rex E. Berglund,
00~-~
Susan Cash ('81 ), to Kirby Smith ('80}, on July
9, 1983.
Kelly V. Craun ('81), to Timothy Carey, on
July 6, 1985.
.
Carol Ann Lilly, to Jerry W. Throckmorton
('81), on July 27, 1985.
Ann Menard, to Gary A. Robinson ('81), on
Nov. 23, 1984.
Liz Reichart ('81), to James Osborn, on
October 26, 1984.
Catherine Zahos, to Gary Johnson ('81}, on
May 25, 1985.
Loci Bond ('82}, to Steven Karan, on June 1, ,
1985. ,
Claudia Nemeth ('82), to Randall Groh, on
Nov. 10, 1984.
Elizabeth Nobles ('82), to David Shockley ('82),
on May 18, 1985.
Dina Silirie ('82}, to Bill Jones ('82), on Dec. 18,
1982·
Patty Soboleski ('82), to John Dawkins, on
April27, 1985.
.
Kerin Tedder ('82), to Wes Braudaway, on July
7, 1984.

_______E-ve-1yn--Ka~y-Th--omas

A daughter, jenna Susan, to William and Linda
Parks ('71) Parker, on Aug. 11, 1984.
A son, Ryan Michael, to Michael and Elizabeth
Beveridge ('73) Kelley, on April22, 1985.
A daughter, Elizabeth Sargent, to Harvey ('73)
and Bonnie Sargent ('73) Anderson, on
April19, 1985.
A daughter, Jennifer Eileen, to Fred and
Wendy Cargo ('74) Byrd, on Apri120, 1985.
A son, Mark Henry, to David and Julia Combs
('74) Coffman, on Apri124, 1984.
A daughter, K.tberine Diana, to William and

Berry Jo Boone ('74) English. on March 2,
\985 .

A daughter ,Jessica Leah, to Charles and Diane

Huddle ('74) Milliken, on Feb. 21, \985.
A daughter, Jaime Leanne, to William and
Barbara Smith ('75) Fowlkes, on Jan. 13,
1983.

Obituaries__
1922 Annie Snead Coffey, on Dec. 29, 1984.
1937 Ruth Baldwin Spitzer, on May 12, 1985.

center to both groups.
Working through the Center for
Science and Technology will allow
The directors of JMU's recently
faculty members to do research, get
established Center for Science and
release time from teaching to engage
Technology see their first functions as
in research, be recognized for the
organization and education.
work and be reimbursed when approDr. Joseph D. Enedy, associate
priate, said the directors.
professor of geography, and Dr.
Faculty members often underprice
Frank A. Palocsay, professor of chemtheir expertise in the marketplace,
istry, were appointed co-directors in
said Palocsay. "We're trying to
May.
_develop more realistic expectations in
"Our mission is outreach," Enedy
that area, and see that they get recogsaid. "We're providing a service for
nition for their efforts."
regional Virginia industry that needs
Interest in participation has been
research done or has a problem. With
expressed by the faculty, and Enedy
our group of faculty, we can address
and Palocsay feel that as awareness of
those problems."
the program increases, so will faculty
Palocsay explained that "initially,. involvement.
we're just trying to get the center
Enedy said J M U has "reached a
started-making contacts, building
steady state, in terms of growth, and if
up a data base of faculty expertise and
we are going to continue to improve,
getting the office set up and operawe have got to challenge the faculty
. tional."
with new opportunities." He added
According to the directors, prethat the faculty must then be encourliminary efforts will focus on·educataged to grasp these opportunities and
ing industry and faculty about the · be recognized as a result of their
services and advantages offered by the
efforts.

Marianne Codella ('83) to Keith Allen Perry
~00~~~
Kathryne A. Harrison ('83), to Joseph M . Ackaway Jr., on.June 9, 1984.
Marcia J. Paben, to Michael W. Garrett ('83),
on Aug. 11; 1984.
JanetM. Tolman('83),toPatrickMalherek,on
June 1, 1985.
Laura E. Wilson, toGeorgeT. Young ('83),on
July 14, 1984.
Barbara Evans ('84), to Scott W . Stout ('82), on
June 16, 1984.
Ruth Erick& Hooper ('84), to William MeDonnell, on July 6, 1985.
Paula Houtary ('84), to William Anthony
Thompson ('84), on Feb. 16, 1985.
Karen A. Leonard ('84), to Bruce R. Boslaugh
('84}, on Aug. 4, 1984.
Beverly ~Moore('84),toHaroldMoran('82),
on May 26, 1984.
Leslie Piercy ('84), to Jeff Brown ('84}, on April
13, 1985.
Kelly S. Smith ('84), to Patrick Sweet ('8~), on
April27, 1985.

__·_to_J_o_hnni_·_e_E_._w_illi_·am_s--R-ebecca
_
_w_ea_v-er_(_'84-),_to_J_.P_a_tn_'_ckM_ann_e_y._on
('82), on April27,
1985.
Aug.
11, 1984.

A son, Benjamin John, to John and Kathryn
Kules ('76) Basilo, on Sept. 6, 1984.
A son, Andrew Paul, to Melvin ('76) and Bonnie Cheshire, on Jan. 6, 1985.
A son, Peter Fenstermaker McKenzie, to Phil
McKenzie and Patricia Fenstermaker ('76),
on April12, 1985.
A daughter, Laura Carolyn, to W. Tayloe and
Dora Alliss ('76) Griffith Jr., on March 4,
1985.
A daughter, Erin Leigh, to Bill and Stacy Palczynski ('76) Hisey, on June 22, 1983.
A daughter, Angelina Danielle, to John and
Rhonda Jimenez ('76) Moseley, on July 6,

1983.
A son, Matthew Norwood, to Stephen ('77) and
Martha Beavers ('77) Crane, on Feb. 13,
1985.
A son, Scott Michael, to Tim and Linda Jackson ('77) Donovan, on Feb. 14, 1985.
A son, Adam Tucker, to Tucker and Debra
Jones ('77) Holdren, on Aug. 3, 1984.
A son, Scott Alan Jr., to Scott and Joan Donovan ('77) Klager, on Oct. 30, 1984.
A son, R. Hunt, to Chris and Cynthia Hunt
('77) Latham, on May 2, 1984.

Directors discuss plans for center .·
By Terry Levinson
Staff Writer

Llnda Robin Cahill ('83), to Oement W.
Goodman ('84), on Feb. 23, 1985.

"The success of the center depends
upon faculty support and administrative commitment," Enedy said.
The directors will spend much of
their time establishing contacts with
regional business and industry, especially with advanced technology concerns. Over the next year, meetings
will be set up between representatives
from advanced technology businesses
and interested faculty at JMU.
Objectives are to meet people in
regional businesses, develop a network of businesses interested in using
the services offered by the Center for
Science and Technology and "get the
word out about the center," according
to Enedy.
Another function of the program is
to involve students in research activities and work experiences. "The students are going to be the next generation of scientists-chemists, physicists, geologists-and this will provide
good opportunities for them," Enedy
said.

Adaughter,Jody Ann, to J.D. and Diana Johnson ('77) McCurdy, on Jan. 6, 1985.
A son, James Craig, to Sam and Marcia England ('77) Slowinski, on May 18, 1985.
A daughter, Laura Kimberly, adopted ~y Jeff
and Elise Curutinghatp ('77) Tansill, on
AprilS, 1985.
A daughter, Kaelyn Blake, to Jim and Lynn
Sheppard ('76) Robinson, on March 16,
1984.
A daughter, Kaidin Marie, to Douglas ·and
Anne Mudge ('77) Byrnes, on Nov. 18,
1984.
A son, Benjamin David, to John and Gail Smith
('78) Carten, on March 3, 1985.
A son, Ryan Lee, to David ('78) and Carby
Sharpe ('78) Marlow, on April9, 1985.
A daughter, K~lly Ann, to Tom and Ann Kelly
('78) Moore, on May 8, 1985.
A son, Matthew Thomas, to Howard and
Donna Oark ('78) Rouse, on May 7, 1984.
A daughter, Kelly Frances, to James and Robin
Stephenson ('78) Shon, on Nov. 24, 1984.
A daughter, Alli5on Eve, to Lon and Eve Krivoruchku ('78) TSchetter, on Jan 17, 1985.
A daughter, Meghan Elizabeth, to Jeffrey ('79)
and . Maureen Ashworth, on March 30,
1985.
A daughter, Leah Michelle, to Stephen ('79)
and Sonia pameron ('79) Costa, on Sept. 1,
1984.
A son, Andrew Kenneth, to John and Jennifer
Stanley ('79) Dunkle, on Jan. 1, 1985.
A daughter, Emma Louise, to William ('79) and
Peggy Houde ('79) Fridley, on March 16,
1985.
A daughter, Megan Virginia, to David ('79) and
Jennifer Alexander ('79) MacDonald, on
May 1, 1985.
A son, Philip Andrew, to Dan ('79) and Alyce
Umberger ('79) Nardi, on Aug. 29, 1984.
A daughter, Courtney Laine, to Rick and Kelly
Harsh ('79) Pritchett, on May 7, 1985.
A son, Andrew David, to Donald and Joy Rowland ('79) Snyder, on March 26, 1985.
A son, James Steven, to Jim and Jamie Blair
('79) Townsend, on May 7, 1985.
A son, Travis Johnson, to John ('79) and Amy
Vogt, on Sept. 25, 1984.
A daughter, Kristen Leigh, to Thomas ('79)
and Elizabeth Barker ('79) Willett, on April
20, 1985.
A daughter, Julie Marie, to David and Linda
McClimans ('80) Fore, on Sept. 25, 1983.
A son, Ryan Oarke, to Sean and Karen Qarke
('80) Murphy, on May 13, 1985.
A son, Steven I1aniel, to Dan and Nancy
Grzeskiewicz ('80) O'Brien, on Feb. 27,
. 1985.
A daughter, Monica Danielle, to Bret ('80) and
Debbie Bryant ('80) Stine, on July 2, 1984.
A daughter, Kristen Kelly, to Scott and Sarah
Kenyon ('81) Farnsworth, on March 21,
1985.
A son, James Olin, to Gregory ('80) and Joni
Baughman ('82) Coutry, on May 2, 1985.
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Tactile map designed for the visually impaired
Anthony R. (Rusty) Little has
completed work on a map to aid visually impaired students on campus.
A May graduate with a bachelor's
degree in geography, Little worked
~lose}! with Peggy Ralston, a visually
tmpatred senior from McDowell,
under the supervision of Dr. Glen C.
Gustafson, associate professor of
geography. ·
"The map's primary use will be for
the new student," Little said. "We
found that the dining hall was the
most difficult to negotiate because of
its shape and size, so we used it as the
focal point."
Little made the model of the map
on heavy aluniinum foil. "We worked
from the back to emboss the aluminum," Little said. Cardboard pieces
were affixed to the front of the aluminum to show buildings. Coarse sandpaper designates roads. Sidewalks are
shown by a series of raised dots with
tiny holes.
Braille letters on plastic were glued
to the model to indicate building
names.
The map was produced on heavy
plastic with a Thermoform machine
at the Virginia School for the Deaf
and Blind in Staunton. The machine
is a "combination oven and vacuum,"
according to Little. The small holes in
the aluminum dots provide for the
passage of air in the vacuum. ·
The plastic map will be attached

to

a cardboard base, and a plastic key
will be placed on the reverse side.
Little received help in evaluating
the needs of visually impaired people
and coding and editing the map from
Ralston. He also relied on the aid of
Ann Brown, instructor with the
Department for the Visu~y Handi-

sighted people.
Gustafson said Little's work is "an
ideal application of academics and the
needs of the real world. It is important
to have a student learn about a narrow
academic area and then apply that
learning in the University or the
community."

capped, as well as Dr. Elizabeth Ihle,
JMU's coordinator of services for
handicapped students.
While the map in its present stage is
useful for the blind student, the work
is incomplete. A future plan calls for
overlaying ink on the map to make it
useful to students with low vision and

Entrepreneurial center receives gift
James Madison University announced that it has received a half
million dollar gift to be used in the
operation of the new Center for
Entrepreneurship.
The donation from Harrisonburg
businessman Zane D. Showker is a
challenge gift designed to encourage
others to make contributions to the
center.
Showker, president of HFP-Sysco
Food Services Inc., called on local
business and industrial leaders to
match his gift. About 175 business
people from throughout the Shenandoah Valley attended the announcement banquet in Chandler Hall.
Hall.
President Ronald E. Carrier praised
Showker for the gift and said that
Showker has "turned what he has
earned into an investment in the state
and its future."
Showker, a native of Craigsville,

JMU Gift Items
A large number of special James Madison University items are ·
available from the University Bookstore.
Orders may be placed by mail with the exception of orders for chairs.
The chairs will be sent to purchasers freight collect.

ported me over th~ years."
founded Harrisonburg Fruit and
The banquet also served as a
Produce in 1950, and the ftrm grew
rormal announcement for the Center
into one of the largest food distributorships in the Valley. In 1973 Showker's · for Entrepreneurship, which began
operation this year.
business merged with Sysco to form
Dr. Robert Holmes, dean ofJM U's
HFP-Sysro, a national group of 35
School of Business, said the center is
food services ftrms.
designed to promote the free enterThe $500,000 gift is one of the largprise system and to encourage potenest in J M U history. Carrier said the
tial entrepreneurs. The center offers
donation is a "milestone for J M U and
formal courses in entrepreneurship
will provide a needed investment in
for graduate and undergraduate stuan important program at the Univerdents and seminars for continuing
sity:"
and adult education.
Showker said that, in making the
gift, he was "doing a small part to pay
An innovation evaluation program
back an enormous debt. I feel that I
provides an in-depth analysis of
owe this community, this country and
entrepreneurs' ideas, inventions or
our free enterprise system."
projects. The center's venture ·assisIn succeeding in the business
tance program provides expertise for
world, Showker said, ~'I had plenty~
new business proposals by helping
help and support from my friends
entrepreneurs develop fmancial busithroughout this community. I'd like
ness plans, analyze markets and evalto think that this gift is a way of saying
uate products and services.
'thank you' to everyone who has sup-

James Madison University Bookstore
SOLD TO: (please print)

•

Harrisonburg. VA. 22807

SHIP TO: If you desire your ordertobeshippedtoanother
person or to you at a different address. please
enter information here.

Name:·- -- - - -- -- - Address: __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Name: - - - - - - - - - - Address:..,..-- - - - - - - - -

City:---------~-

City: - - - - - - -- - - -

State>:·_ _ _ _ _ _ ____;_ip>:...·_ __

State!_ _ _ _ _ __.~.;p,:_·We honor:

Enclosed is__checiL___money order

-

--

_ _Visa

Account number: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

in the amount of$,_ _ __
Make payable to: James Madison University

Expiration date: - - - - - - - -

signature required:

nute

ay we subs'

ITEM DESCRIPTION

----Master Card

SIZE

COLOR

QUANTITY

TOTAL

PRICE

'

University Alumni Chairs with
gold seal.
Captain's Chair with cherry arms
............. . ........ $149.00
Boston Rocker ........ $145.00
Necktie, Men's/Ladies', 8-5% polyester, 15% silk. Navy blue with
gold crest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.50
PeWter Mug with round JMU
crest (14 oz.) ............. $21.95
Pewter Mug with raised JMU
crest ... . ................ $15.95

Book, "Madison College, The
First 50 Years 1908-1958" by Dr.
Raymond Dingledine, Jr.. . $4.00
Book, soft cover "Images ofJames
Madison University, 1908-198317
(!Dosdy photographs and descripnons) ................ . ... $7.95
Tumbler Glass . . . . . . . . . . $2.95
Old Fashion Glass ...... $2.95
Executive Glass . . . . . . . . . $3.35
Shot Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.59
Pilsner Glass (with gold seal)
············· ······ · · ····· $4.85

TOTAL MERCHANDISE
Sorry. but no C.O.D. or phone orders can be
accepted. Prices subject to change wijhout
notice.

$

Va. residents add 4% sales tax

s

POSTAGE & HANDLING-$2.00

POSTAGE & HANDLING

$

2.00

.Allow 4 weeks for delivery.
TOTAL ORDER

..

Stem Wine Glass (4 oz. with gold
seal). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50
Ceramic coffee mug. . . . . . $6.75
Ceramic coffee mug. . . . . . $4.25
ELGIN WATCHES (now reduced)
Ladies, JMU imprinted, analog
quartz
white, expansion bracelet
......................... $41.25
yellow, expansion bracelet
. . .. .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. ... . $45.00

$

-

-

-

yellow, strap' band ....... $37.50
Men's JMU, analog quartz, calendar, sweep second hand.
white, expansion bracelet
......................... $45.00
yellow·, expansion bracelet

...........• : . ........•.. $48.75
yellow, brown strap band
......................... $37.50
We have a few "Madiion College" items available•
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Moving?

News?

If you are planning on moving anytime soon, please let us know so we can
make sure you don't miss any issues of Montpelier and other alumni
information.
Also, your fellow alumni are interested in knowing what you are doing
now, so send us some information about yourself. We will include it in the
Oass Notes section.

dltlll

..o--------------------·- -

James Madison University
Office of Alumni Programs
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Non Profit Organization
U. S. POSTAGE PAID
Harrisonburg, Virginia
PERMIT NO.4

Current Address:
Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class Year _ _ _ __
Adm~s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C i t y · - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __
Telephone (

)--------

New Address:
Admess _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C i t y · - - - - - - - - - - State:_ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __
Telephone ~<~-...t..

----'-------

Ms. ~hris Bolgiano
Carn.er Library
JMU/Campus Mail

Social Security No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Class N o t e s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Send to: Alumni Programs
Hillcrest
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

